Matters from Staff Agenda Item #12

Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report
Meeting Date: June 7, 2022
Submitting Dept: Joint Affordable Housing

Presenter: April Norton
Subject: Childcare Services at 105 Mercill Avenue

Statement / Purpose:
The Board of County Commissioners (“Board”) will review the responses to the Request for Proposals (“RFP”)
for Childcare Services at 105 Mercill Avenue and provide staff with direction on how to move forward.
Background / Description (Pros & Cons):
In February 2021, the Board voted to exercise its option to purchase the nonresidential space in the 105
Mercill Avenue development for $800/square foot ($5,488,800 total). This development is a public-private
partnership that will result in 30 Workforce homes along with 6,861 square feet of nonresidential space. The
development is estimated for completion at the end of 2022.
On February 15, 2022, the Board directed staff to draft a Request for Proposals (“RFP”) for childcare services
located in the nonresidential spaces on the first floor of the development. On March 14, the Board directed
staff to release the RFP. The submission deadline was May 4, 2022; three responses were received and are
summarized below based on the RFP requirements.
Qualifications by Respondent Team
Primary Caregiver Team
Team Experience
Wage Philosophy

Happy Kidz

6 caregivers

7 years on average
Competitive base pay
with annual salary
review, paid vacation +
holidays

Proposed Use(s) by Respondent Team

Happy Kidz
Infant to preschool care,
Monday to Friday

Proposed Uses

# children served
Space Required

Unclear from proposal
1,700 to 3,500 SF

JH Children’s Museum
6 lead educators
10 years on average
Starting educator: $50k to
$65k/year. Director: $60k
to $75k/year. Executive
Director: $80k to
$100k/year. Calibrate
wages based on
Community Foundation’s
biannual Non-Profit survey.
Health insurance provided,
retirement benefits being
considered.

JH Children’s Museum
Preschool programs,
STEAM programs,
afterschool programs,
summer camps, family
programs, and a Museum.
Collaboration with CLC to
provide STEAM to their
classes
Over 1,000 kids across the
various programs/uses.
2,400 to 3,400 SF

Sweet Spirits
This was not provided in
the initial response, sent
via email later.
Not provided
$18 to $25/hour ($33k to
$46k/year), 2 weeks paid
vacation annually, sick
leave, paid holidays,
reduced childcare fees for
staff, health insurance,
retirement plan

Sweet Spirits
Infant to preschool care,
Monday to Friday

57 kids
3,100 to 4,100 SF

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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8 weeks to 18 months
$1575/month for M-F
care
18 months to 5 years
$1470/month for M-F
care

Fee Schedule

Hours of Operation
Teton County Employee
Benefits

Schedule to Complete Space
Proposed Rent Rate
Preferred Rent Terms

7:30am to 5:30pm
None described in
proposal.

One month
$35/SF
Would prefer a long-term
lease. Willing to start
with a 3-year term and
would like to discuss
options for renewal.

Afterschool Program (M/T)
Free
Afterschool Program
(W/Th)
$340/session
Museum
$10/person or $25/month
Preschool Programs
Based on preschool
TCSD STEAM
Free to TCSD students
Private STEAM
$110/group + $8/student
Summer Camp
$340/camp
9:00am to 5:00pm
Afterschool Program:
50% discount
Museum Admissions:
50% daily discount, 40%
monthly discount
Private STEAM:
flat rate, no per student fee
Summer Camp:
2 reserved spots per camp
(16 total)
4 to 8 weeks
$16/SF
3 years with a 5-year
renewal option. Would like
to negotiate initial terms
based upon Tenant
Improvement costs.

6 weeks to 18 months
$1,919.06/month for M-F
care
18 to 36 months
$1,702.55/month for M-F
care
3 to 5 years
$1,705.15/month for M-F
care

7:30am to 5:30pm
Preference for County
employees and individuals
in similar industries.

Not provided
$25/SF
5 years + 3, five-year
renewal options

Responses were reviewed by the County Administrator, Director of General Services, and the Housing
Director. The Jackson Hole Children’s Museum was the highest scoring of the three respondents with Happy
Kidz and Sweet Spirits scoring evenly and very close behind the museum. The County Administrator has also
expressed interest in reserving some of the space for County use.
Outstanding Question: Bathroom Space
One respondent raised a question about the number of bathrooms needed per size and use of space. Staff
assumes that the tenants will be responsible for providing adequate bathrooms and will work with the
developer to do so as necessary.
All respondents indicated a willingness to negotiate their proposed lease terms, uses, etc., should the County
choose to move forward with them.
Stakeholder Analysis & Involvement:
Teton County staff, community members, and businesses.
Fiscal Impact:
Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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This fiscal impact depends on to who the Board awards space.
Staff Impact:
The Director of General Services, County Administrator, and Housing Director have all spent time on this
project thus far.
Legal Review:
A. Moore
Staff Input / Recommendation:
If the Board wishes to ask follow-up questions of the respondents, staff recommends providing those
questions to each respondent and asking them to answer within one week. Staff can then bring those answers
back to the Board for further review and consideration.
If the Board does not have follow-up questions for the respondents, staff recommends negotiating lease
terms with one or two of the respondents based on the space available and the space requested. Staff will
then bring the proposed lease(s) back to the Board for consideration.
Attachments:
- RFP for Childcare Services at 105 Mercill Avenue
- Happy Kidz Daycare Center Response
- Jackson Hole Children’s Museum Response
- Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare Response
Suggested Motion:
I move to direct staff to provide the following questions to each respondent and to report the responses
back to the Board at the June 21 Regular Meeting.
Question One…
Question Two…
OR
I move to direct staff to negotiate lease terms with (pick one or two) Jackson Hole Children’s
Museum/Happy Kidz Daycare Center/Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare and to bring the lease(s) back to
the Board for consideration.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation

TETON COUNTY, WYOMING
CHILDCARE SERVICES LOCATED
AT 105 MERCILL AVENUE
Request for Qualifications
Release Date: March 15, 2022
Submission Deadline: May 4, 2022

REQUEST SUMMARY
Teton County seeks qualified childcare providers for some, or all the nonresidential space located in the
Mercill Condos development at 105 Mercill Avenue. Successful applicants will be licensed childcare
providers with a proven track record of safety, care, and education for children. Teton County reserves
the right to award multiple contracts for this space or none.
Introduction
The 2020 Childcare Baseline Inventory states that Early Childhood Education (“ECE”) costs twice as much
as families can afford. Since the 2020 study was published, the COVID pandemic severely impacted
working families’ lives, including further limiting childcare options through temporary or permanent
closures and/or reductions in days/times offered.
In 2021, Teton County Commissioners voted to purchase the nonresidential space on the first floor of
the Mercill Condos development. Once constructed, this development will provide 30 homes for
members of the local workforce on the second and third floors of the building.
This RFP seeks proposals from childcare providers for the use of the nonresidential space located on the
first floor of the building. At 6,862 square feet and currently designed as four separate units, the space
could accommodate one large use in all four spaces or multiple, smaller uses. The space will be leased as
a shell and the new tenant(s) will be expected to finish the space based on their needs. Teton County is
not setting rent rates or terms in this RFP, but rather seeks proposals that will outline the community
benefits of the proposed uses and the rent rates that the respondent is able to pay.
Successful respondents will provide a proposal that clearly articulates:
• Proposed use for the space
• What size space is needed for proposed use
• Proposed fee structure for proposed uses/services (how much will you charge clients?)
• The rent rate that the respondent can pay based on the services provided and proposed fee
structure for those services
• The preferred rent terms, including length of initial lease term and any options for renewal
• The opportunity to provide preference for Teton County employees seeking childcare, including
proposed fees for services
RFQ REQUIREMENTS
The Teton County Board of County Commissioners have approved the following timeline for this RFP:
RFP Release
Submission Deadline
Staff Recommendation

March 15, 2022
May 4, 2022
May 17, 2022

Submissions are due May 4, 2022 by 4pm MST. Submissions received after 4pm on May 4th will not be
considered. Incomplete submissions will not be considered. Responses must be submitted through the
Teton County www.PublicPurchase.com portal.
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Proposals shall include the following information, in this order:
A) Introductory Letter
Please include a letter of interest that clearly demonstrates the respondent’s understanding of
the childcare needs in the community and interest in being considered for the project. The letter
shall include the respondent’s name and contact information.
B) Qualifications
a. Primary Caregiver Team – Please include a description of each team member, including
any certifications earned.
b. Team Experience – Please describe the proposed team’s experience providing the
proposed use(s).
c. Wage Philosophy – Please describe your philosophy for employee wages and benefits.
d. References - Please provide three (3) references for whom your team has provided
similar services. List the name, address, email address and telephone number for each
reference along with a brief description of the relevant work provided for each
reference.
C) Proposed Use(s)
a. Describe the proposed use(s) for the space and the space needed to provide this
use/these uses.
b. Provide a schedule of fees for services provided, including any rate reductions for Teton
County employees.
c. Schedule – Please include a schedule for providing your proposed use(s), including how
long it will take to finish the interior of the space requested and how you will recruit,
attract, and choose clients.
d. Proposed budget for the first three years of the lease term, including a proposed rent
rate for your use of the space and proposed employee wages and benefits.
e. The preferred rent terms, including length of initial lease term and any options for
renewal.
EVALUATION CRITERIA
The initial review of submittals for completeness will be conducted by the Housing Director. All
complete submittals will then be reviewed by the Housing Director, Director of Public Health, General
Services Director, Parks & Recreation Director, and County Administrator.
Proposals will be evaluated on the following criteria:
• Proposed uses and community benefit provided – 30%
• Proposed fee schedule for clients – 30%
• Experience and qualifications of respondent team – 30%
• Proposed benefits for Teton County employees – 10%
Please note that the County reserves the right not to choose anyone or to award multiple contracts.
RESOURCE DOCUMENTS
Mercill Condos
• Residential Condos Renderings (second & third floor plans), HOA Budget
• First Floor Plans
• Baseline Childcare Inventory, April 2020
Childcare Services at 105 Mercill Ave. RFP March 2022
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Play. Create. Explore. Discover.

Dear Teton County Board of County Commissioners,
The Jackson Hole Children’s Museum(JHCM) is formally submitting its interest to lease nonresidential
space located at the 105 Mercill Condos.
JHCM seeks outcomes that result in resilient children who love learning. Our mission is to create space
for children to play, create, explore and discover. In our 10 years of service to children and this
community our programs have evolved in direct response to community needs.
The five primary childcare services that JHCM provides through its programs are
1) Preschool aged enrichment programs
a) We partner with CLC & other preschools to provide enrichment programs
2) TCSD School Aged STEAM programs meeting common core & NGSS standards
a) Every TCSD elementary student (~1500) participates in WY standards based programs
3) Workforce oriented afterschool programming
a) Over 190 workforce families receive free/subsidized afterschool support
4) Subsidized Summer Camps
a) Over 100 students participate in summer camp (including our flagship all-girls STEAM)
5) Interactive creativity spaces for Teton County families
a) We serve over 120 local members & 1000’s of local and non-local day visitors
Childcare services in Teton County are known to be prohibitively expensive and inaccessible. Our year
over year waitlists and applications for scholarships consistently affirm the conclusions reached
through Teton County’s Childcare Baseline Inventory. Of particular note is afterschool demand, which is
consistently double the capacity current spaces allow us to meet. In response to this demand we have
partnered with TCSD to double the capacity of our afterschool programs.
The Jackson Hole Children’s Museum is keenly aware of the numerous stressors that affect the
thousands of families we serve. We consistently seek to expand the volume of services and reduce both
financial & other barriers working families face in accessing critical childcare services.
We are deeply interested in securing a long-term facility solution. The risk of thousands of children and
families of this community losing critical afterschool, STEAM, and preschool programming if JHCM
cannot secure a facility would be a significant impact to this community. We have established a ten year
record of providing outstanding services to this community and are grateful to the County
Commissioners in their historical support and their consideration of our proposal for how we can
continue to better serve the children of Teton County, together.
For future correspondence, please contact Ethan Lobdell, Executive Director, at either
ethan@jhchildrensmuseum.org or 307.690.5584 (cell).
155 N. Jean Street, PO Box 995, Jackson, WY 83001
307-733-3996 info@jhchildrensmuseum.org www.jhchildrensmuseum.org

Qualifications & Experiences
Ethan Lobdell - Executive Director
- Over 15 years of classroom educator experience plus nearly 10 years of educational leadership
experience. Masters of Science in Decisional Analysis
- Would provide administrative, strategic, development, financial, operational & communications
support
Miki Aristorenas - Director of Operations
- Master’s degree in International Education from Harvard’s Graduate School of Education
- Member of Jackson’s first appointed Equity Task Force
- Worked in schools, community learning centers, education ministries and EdTech startups in the
Philippines, South Africa, the UK, Sweden, Jordan, Lebanon and across the US
- Would provide operational, risk management, human resources, financial, development, and
communications support
Anna Luhrmann - Director of Education
- Master’s Degree in Natural Science Education from the University of Wyoming
- Worked in Education for over 10 years
- Department of Family Services Certified & CPR Certified
- Would provide partner coordination, curriculum and assessment supervision, teaching of
school-aged STEAM programs, and would oversee the successful implementation of all JHCM
educational programs
Tessa Lindman - Museum & Membership Coordinator
- Department of Family Services Certified & CPR Certified
- Worked in Education for over 10 years
- Would provide oversight of museum operations and membership experience. Develops and
teaches prek and family curriculums. Supports the afterschool program
Marisa Laugen - Department of Family Services Coordinator
- Department of Family Services Site Director & CPR Certified
- Would provide oversight of JHCM’s adherence to DFS site requirements, staff afterschool
programs, and support all other educational programs as needed
Mathew George - Afterschool & Summer Camp Coordinator
- Worked in education for over 5 years
- Department of Family Services Certified & CPR Certified
- Provide coordination and staffing for all afterschool and summer camp programs
Wage Philosophy
The Jackson Hole Children’s Museum seeks to provide sustainable living wages despite significant
market based challenges. Our starting educator wages over the last two years have increased from
approximately $35,000/year to $50,000/year. This is nearly a 50% increase in salaries. We participate in
and calibrate our salaries with the Jackson Hole Community Foundation’s biannual Non-Profit survey.
All JHCM salaries are currently between 81% and 110% of the CFJH wages for their respective
categories. We also compare salaries against the salary required to afford (2:1 salary:rent ratio) a single
bedroom apartment in Teton County, which is approximately $85,000/year. And while our current
starting educator compensation package is only 61% of that benchmark we aim to have career
trajectories that allow for professional and financial growth to close that gap. We have also initiated a
multi-year multi-organization(CLC & TLC) fundraising effort to identify and address the key drivers for
childcare educator retention to further close that gap. Staff have access to two forms of bonus systems:
one based upon individual performance against goals and the second is based upon organization
financial success. Staff currently have available to them health care insurance with 60% of costs
covered by the Museum.

References:
Laura West Soltau, Teton Literacy Center
- (214) 288-3850
- laura@tetonliteracy.org
- 1220 W HEREFORD DR JACKSON, WY 83001-9239
- We partner with Laura & TLC to provide afterschool services on Monday & Tuesday
- Her family are also members and attendees of the museum
Patti Boyd, Children's Learning Center
- (307) 690-4495
- pboyd@learningcenterwy.org
- PO BOX 4248 JACKSON, WY 83001-4248
- We provide preschool enrichment programs for Patti’s staff
Anthony Swentosky, Teton County School District
- (724) 984-2028
- aswentosky@tcsd.org
- PO BOX 2038 JACKSON, WY 83001-2038
- We partner with AJ to coordinate CREST programming at TCSD
Ian Cranston, Parent & Fire/EMS Paramedic
- (307) 413-1888
- ianwinot@gmail.com
- PO BOX 883 WILSON, WY 83014-0883
- Ian’s family are regular attendees of our family Create Together program and regularly attend
the museum
Proposed Use(s)
We plan to continue using our spaces as we currently do, to provide preschool programs, STEAM
programs, afterschool programs, summer camps, family programs, and a Museum. The key changes are
increased programmatic partnerships with the Teton Literacy Center & Children’s Learning Center out
of both need & proximity.
There are three primary segments to our space needs:
- Our workshop space (afterschool programs, TCSD STEAM, preschool programs) requires
600-1000 square feet of space for one to two groups of 17-40 students total.
- Our museum requires 1400(+/- 200) square feet of space for ~30-40 patrons
- Our administrative offices require 600-800 square feet of space
Fee Schedule

Standard Fee

Teton County Employees Fee

Afterschool Program (M/T)

Free (weighted admission)

Free (weighted admission)

Afterschool Program (W/Th)

$340/session

$170/session

Museum Admissions (M-Sat)

$10/person or $25/month

$5/person or $15/month

Preschool Programs

Based on Preschool

Based on Preschool

TCSD STEAM

Free to TCSD students

Free to TCSD students

Private STEAM

$110/group + $8/student

$110/group

Summer Camp

$340/camp

2 reserved spots/camp (16 total)

TLC & CLC Programmatic Partnership
We are planning to extend our current partnership with the Teton Literacy Center and Children’s
Learning Center to expand both the breadth and depth of programs that serve this community.
In securing the Mercill location, we plan to provide STEAM programs to Children’s Learning Center
classes to help them meet their curricular requirements. These programs would be accessible to over
94 families, including over 40 at-risk families, many of whom are within the Latinx community.
Secondarily, we would provide access to over 36 families for the CLC head start program & preK
readiness programs to have regular socialization and educational opportunities using the museum
facilities as an engaging educational space for the children to play and families to build a stronger
network of support. Thirdly, we would help provide the CLC with space for their special education
group programs which recently lost their space due to future renovations at the St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Our work with the Teton Literacy Center is continuing to grow. Our combined afterschool programs are
expanding to ensure more working families have access to critical educational services between the
3pm-5pm time slot when parents still need childcare. This spring, our afterschool pilot has
demonstrated that our organizations can increase afterschool capacity from 142 students to 238
students per session (426 to 714 students per year). We believe we can continue growing both the
number of students served and hopefully the number of days/week if we have sufficient space and
staffing. This space would also be utilized to expand TLC literacy tutoring programs.
Community Preschool Support
We are planning to also expand our preschool services by providing greater access to high quality
preschool science and art curriculum. If we are able to secure a second classroom/workshop space, our
ability to increase the number of preschool programs we serve will increase. Currently we support
many of the local preschools who lack sufficient physical spaces, staffing resources, and curriculum to
engage children in the full breadth of experiences the museum offers. We provide a critical educational
resource to lower the financial and educational burden preschools carry in Teton County.
Schedule
Finishing the interior of the space is an uncertain prediction. Hypothetically speaking, the installation of
the necessary walls to segment out workshops, offices, and Museum would take approximately 4-8
weeks and presumably would be integrated into the active construction of the current facility. We are
moving out of our current facility in August of 2022.

Proposed Approximate JHCM Budget
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Support

$475,000

$500,000

$550,000

Revenue

$275,000

$300,000

$350,000

Total Revenue

$750,000

$800,000

$900,000

Payroll Expense

$600,000

$650,000

$700,000

Admin Expense

$150,000

$150,000

$200,000

Total Expense

$750,000

$800,000

$900,000

Employee Wages & Benefits
We are currently updating our Compensation Package with planned starting educator pay of
approximately $50,000 and maximum pay around $65,000. Director pay ranges would be between
$60,000 and $75,000 and executive director pay range would be between $80,000 and $100,000. We
plan to continue offering individual and organizational outcome based bonuses and are reviewing our
health insurance plans to reduce deductibles, decrease employee cost share, and include dental
coverage. Retirement benefits are a future topic for organizational review.
Proposed Rent
We propose paying approximately $16/square foot, which is our current subsidized rental with TCSD.
Programmatic fees would likely increase if our rental rate were increased and we were to continue
striving towards providing more competitive wages for our educators.
Lease Terms
The initial desired lease term is three years with an option of a five-year renewal. Based upon Tenant
Improvement(TI) costs, we likely would negotiate initial lease terms to help offset costs of TIs.
Conclusion
The Jackson Hole Children’s Museum staff and board are excited about the opportunity to secure a
long-term facility solution that continues to provide critical services to our community. Cultivating
resilient children through creativity, science, and social emotional learning is vital to the health and
future of our community. The depth of impact our programs provide is unparalleled due to our unique
composition of community trust, strategic partnerships, curricular expertise, and flexibility - we seek to
leverage that value proposition to elevate all education institutions in Teton County. We have
demonstrated over the last 10 years that we can achieve great impact through our direct programs and
the support of our partners. Our organization is fiscally responsible, stable, and poised to continue
expanding our impact in service of the families and children of this community. We welcome any and
all questions to further clarify any of the above responses.

Warmest Regards,

Ethan Lobdell
Executive Director

https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/valley/feature/children-drawtogether-for-emotional-wellness/article_c1cfb41f-5cd750a9-a77f-59f5a7cb6945.html

Children 'DrawTogether' for emotional wellness
Program focuses less on the the art and more on the process for kids.
By Evan Robinson-Johnson • Photography by Reed Mattison
Mar 23, 2022

Students tune into Wendy MacNaughton’s DrawTogether exercise during after-school programming at Jackson Hole Children’s
Museum in February. The museum’s lease for two modular units from Teton County School District No. 1 is up in May, and the
district wants the trailers back by August to convert them into employee housing.
REED MATTISON / NEWS&GUIDE

As snack time wraps up at the Jackson Hole Children’s Museum, a dozen kids all file in from outside.
They take off their shoes, get their hand sanitizer and arrange themselves on the carpet while instructor
Marissa Laugen pops DrawTogether on the projector. Instantly, the rowdiness falls to a whisper.
“I don’t know if you’ve ever worked with kids before,” Laugen tells the News&Guide, “but to have this
many in a room be so quiet, it’s amazing.”

DrawTogether is a new program, started by New York Times illustrator Wendy MacNaughton, that pairs
interactive art with social emotional learning.

Children line up after snack time Wednesday afternoon at the Jackson Hole Children’s Museum, on their way to start
DrawTogether, a 12-episode digital series created by acclaimed visual columnist Wendy MacNaughton.
REED MATTISON/Jackson Hole Daily

Today the students start with a Weather Check, pointing to customized watercolor charts for sunny (a
good day) or stormy. When one student shares that today felt like lightning, many of their young peers
chime in to ask why.
“Because one of my classmates told me to ‘Shut up,’” the student says.
That opening allowed the instructor a chance to reframe and model more positive behavior before the
class continued.
“Are those nice words?” she asked. “No,” everyone replied.
“Is there another way that we can say or ask somebody to not be loud?” she asked.
“Can you be quiet, please?” another student volunteered.

Jackson Hole Children’s Museum is one of 100 educational
centers across the country supplementing art curriculum with
DrawTogether, a 12-episode digital series created by acclaimed
visual columnist Wendy MacNaughton.
REED MATTISON / NEWS&GUIDE

“Sometimes when we’re feeling stormy, or say something to somebody in a mean way,” the teacher said in
summary, “we just need to remember to take a big breath.”
Back on screen, MacNaughton taught the kids a new theme song with the help of guitarist Thao Nguyen,
and everyone practiced drawing a guitar. The projector was turned off, and class continued into that
afternoon’s activity: crafting 3-D guitars from cardboard cutouts and rubber bands.

That’s exactly how her 12-part video series, created as a supplement to other programming, was intended.
DrawTogether recently launched in 100 education centers across the country. Two Jackson Hole
locations, the Children’s Museum and the Mountain Academy of Teton Science Schools, managed to get
on the list.

Jackson Hole Children’s Museum is one of 100 educational centers across the country supplementing art curriculum with
DrawTogether, a 12-episode digital series created by acclaimed visual columnist Wendy MacNaughton.
REED MATTISON / NEWS&GUIDE

With a degree in social work, MacNaughton’s emphasis in DrawTogether (and many of her professional
illustrations) is less about classical technique and more about emotional wellness.
“I’m like, not interested, really, in doing a ‘good drawing.’ That’s kind of boring to me,” she told the
News&Guide in a recent interview. “I am interested in the process of drawing being an opportunity to
settle into our bodies, to settle into our feelings, to process those feelings, and then also connect with
people in the world around us.”

That emphasis was particularly important during the pandemic, enabling people isolating at home to use
her fun illustrations and mindfulness reflections as coping mechanisms.
At a time schools are trying to further emphasize wellbeing in the classroom, MacNaughton has found a
fun way to do just that.
“She’s like a modern day Mr. Rogers,” Laugen said.
The 100 schools, libraries and centers selected for DrawTogether’s pilot have been able to connect
through monthly Zoom sessions, sharing helpful tips and forming a network MacNaughton hopes will
endure.

Jackson Hole Children’s Museum is one of 100 educational
centers across the country supplementing art curriculum with
DrawTogether, a 12-episode digital series created by acclaimed
visual columnist Wendy MacNaughton.
REED MATTISON / NEWS&GUIDE

“It’s such a joy to work with great people and to bring this opportunity to kids and educators and build
this community,” she said.

They received three times as many applicants as they had spaces. MacNaughton said she prioritized lessresourced Title 1 schools — raising over $70,000 to purchase art kits for DrawTogether classrooms — but
also chose a diverse set to see how the program plays in different environments.
“This is not something that I ever expected I’d be doing,” MacNaughton said. “I love kids. Obviously I’m a
drawer, and I’m trained as a social worker, but I never imagined combining those things. But again, really,
for all of the terrible things of the pandemic, there were some silver linings. And for me, it was discovering
something that feels so right, and so needed.”

Contact Evan Robinson-Johnson at 732-5901 or ERJ@jhnewsandguide.com.

Evan Robinson-Johnson
Evan Robinson-Johnson covers issues residents face on a daily basis, from smoky skies to housing insecurity. Originally
from New England, he has settled in east Jackson and avoids crowds by rollerblading through the alleyways.

May 4th, 2022
April Norton
Director l Jackson/Teton County Affordable Housing Department
(o) 307-732-0867 (m) 307-690-7442
Dear April,
Jennifer Wolf, a small business owner for over twelve years, gives her time and talent to
the field of Early Care and Education. Her program is known for educating children ages birth to
five for Kindergarten readiness and includes a thriving dual-immersion program through a
blended Nature Explore Classroom. As an infant through Pre-K business expert committed to
empowering parents and caregiving professionals, Jennifer provides the secure and respectful
beginnings children need for a healthy life. Sweet Spirits helps families find work-life balance
again while also providing their most prized possessions a stimulating, educational, and safe
center where they can learn and grow.
Sweet Spirits' automated processes and systems will strengthen its approach to an expansion.
Current tuition supports its ability to maintain an abundant and thriving program while
maintaining building expenses, rent, and serving families in the program. This community
desperately needs to find some normal again. Going back to work and having a reliable place to
send its children is only the beginning. Sweet Spirits asks you to strongly consider its proposal to
lease your space to accomplish its goal. For more information, please visit their website at:
www.sweetspiritschildcare.com.
COVID mention:
While the rest of the country was shutting down with COVID, Sweet Spirits was strategically
thinking of ways to remain open and serve its community. The program offered essential
workers and full-time families childcare, bringing the school to total capacity for most of the
pandemic. Families trust Sweet Spirits' solid and dedicated team with their children. The demand
for quality care is more evident now than ever. Jackson is a unique place, and the Town of
Jackson has seen a drastic increase in families moving to the area. Teton County just had a
massive boom of COVID babies, and now all of these families need childcare for their
newborns. Sweet Spirits has done well for a small business in a pandemic while developing and
putting safety policies into practice and following the best CDC procedures. With the guidance
from its ECE Professionals network and support from the community, Sweet Spirits has handled
the COVID pandemic well. As Jennifer grows the center, she intends to expand her reach by
serving more and more families.
Sweet Spirits' mission is to provide a safe, loving environment where young children access
quality early care and educational experiences to help them grow to their fullest potential and
where families build enriching, long-lasting relationships.

Sweet Spirits' philosophy behind childcare is to nurture children within a safe environment
during the hours when they are away from family and home, instill respect for others, and
establish a feeling of self-worth. Sweet Spirits hopes to contribute to each child's creativity,
social, and academic development and make the time spent at Sweet Spirits a positive
experience.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Wolf, Director/Owner
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare
Sweetspiritschildcare@gmail.com
307.413.4439

Proposal: Nonresidential Space at 105 Mercill Avenue
DATE: 05/04/2022
To: Town of Jackson, TOJ – Mercill RFP

This is a confidential non-binding proposal of interest (POI) to explore Mercill RFP first level
new construction for childcare. The purpose of this POI is to better understand, compatibility for
a satisfactory proposal to benefit the community and the County employees as a priority for the
following property: 105 Mercill Avenue, Jackson, Wyoming, 83001.

•

Rent Rate: $25.00/sf - $30.00/sf

•

Size of space needed: 3,100 sqft – 4,100 sqft

•

Proposed childcare fee structure: see Parent Policies, page 25 or (Below), more financial
data in supporting docs

•

Preferred rent terms: 5 years + 3, five-year renewal options

•

Proposed use: Childcare for local communities, preference to County employees and
individuals in similar industries

•
•

Proposed fees for services: (See below rate sheet) and in attached documents
Employment benefits: (See Employee Handbook)
Salary philosophy of applicant: $18.00 - $25.00 - (depending on qualifications.)
o Job descriptions available

•

The above proposal reflects Sweet Spirits Child Care interest in 105 Mercill Avenue as a hopeful
contender with the information outlined above and in supporting documents.

Thank you for your consideration,
Jennifer L. Wolf
Director, Owner, Title Manager
Sweet Spirits Child Care LLC

SWEET SPIRITS CHILD CARE RATES SHEET 2021/2022

INFANTS (6 WEEKS – 18 MONTHS):
MONTHLY Rate (5) DAYS PER WEEK (Mon-Fri): $1919.06 ($88.64) day
MONTHLY Rate (3) DAYS PER WEEK (M/W/F): $1181.45 ($90.95) day
MONTHLY Rate (2) DAYS PER WEEK (Tu/Th): $805.81 ($93.05) day

TODDLERS (18 MONTHS – 36 MONTHS):
MONTHLY Rate (5) DAYS PER WEEK(Mon-Fri): $1702.55 ($78.64) day
MONTHLY Rate (3) DAYS PER WEEK (M/W/F): $1072.61 ($82.57) day
MONTHLY Rate (2) DAYS PER WEEK (Tu/Th): $750.82 ($86.70) day

PRESCHOOLERS (3 YEARS – 5 YEARS):
MONTHLY Rate (5) DAYS PER WEEK (Mon-Fri): $1705.15 ($78.76) day
MONTHLY Rate (3) DAYS PER WEEK (M/W/F): $1054.13 ($81.15) day
MONTHLY Rate (2) DAYS PER WEEK (Tu/Th): $716.00 ($82.68) day

Requirement:
Contract signing only the first due, last is in good faith
DROP-IN (CONTRACTED) $125.00

DROP-IN (NON-CONTRACTED) $150.00
TWO (2) MONTHS - MINIMUM CONTRACT
DUE DATES - PAYMENT DUE 25th of the PRECEDING MONTH

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DATE NIGHT INCENTIVE TO PARENTS THAT PAY ON TIME OR BEFORE
LATE FEES - LATE PAYMENTS ACCRUE $12.00 EACH DAY LATE FEE
BOUNCED CHECKS WILL RESULT IN $41.00 FEE, PLUS ANY, ALL BANK FEES
TEACHERS AT A MONTHLY RATE OF AT LEAST 3-5 DAYS PER WEEK
RECEIVE 35% DISCOUNT
ENROLL TWO (2) OR MORE CHILDREN FOR 7% DISCOUNT FOR THE ELDEST
SSPCC REQUESTS ALL GUARDIANS PAY VIA BRIGHTWHEEL APP
RATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH (1) ONE-MONTH ADVANCE NOTICE
ANNUALLY.
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Parent Handbook
2021 - 2022
211 East Kelly Avenue
P.O. Box 4623
Jackson, Wy 83001
L1. 307.264.1667 or L2. 307.264.1668
mobile: 307.413.4439
www.sweetspiritschildcare.com

Dear Parents,
What an exciting time ahead. Congratulations on your child’s enrollment in Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Child Care. It takes a village, and we are delighted to grow with you, to shape and put into practice the skills
your child will utilize to help them grow to their fullest potential.

Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care is one of Teton County’s leading, private, fully-licensed and
insured educational programs serving infants, toddlers, and pre-kindergarteners. Since late 2009, we have
been providing early care and education. Our goal is to, “Encircle Children and Families with Love &
Learning.” Low ratios, dependable teachers, ample outside time, healthy low sugar snacks, the convenience
of location provides you and your child the attention they need to grow and learn. Our lower than required
ratios can be seen throughout our classrooms, so at most times we exceed the standards set forth by the
Wyoming Department of Family Services.
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We are very excited about expanding in the New Year. Our current educational facility is located
directly across Akasha Yoga Studio. On-campus, each child will be grouped with similar-aged peers in their
own classrooms for learning. Mixed-age settings will be exercised in the morning while children are arriving,
and other scheduled overlaps for education, social, and emotional development will occur throughout the day
at the right times.

We are invested in bringing to life all the child’s senses to support growth and development: mentally,
spiritually, emotionally, intellectually, and physically to support the whole child through our educational
offerings, and facility core values. Sweet Spirits offers a broad range of services to children and their families
in a safe, educational, and nurturing environment. Collectively, we have over 60 years of experience in early
care and education. Core values we uphold include safety, thoughtfulness, and respect. It is an expectation
that all parents/guardians, employees, and children will act in a safe, thoughtful, and respectful way.

Services include our core educational curriculum and care programs, nutritious snacks, adult
education, meetup groups, and many other services to help families grow and learn together. We implement:
●

Pyramid Method, an approach which seeks to improve young children’s chances for successful
primary school experience, while focusing on social and emotional behavior. The Pyramid approach to
education is a method for children ages two and older to learn first with a solid foundation of teachers
who care and implement predictable routines within each daily schedule. Children have visual
schedules referencing

daily activities matched with words to promote early literacy. This helps

children become familiar with what is expected of them in each phase of the day reducing the risk of
harder transitions than necessary. We provide support for infants and young toddlers using Resources
for Infant Educarers (RIE). RIE creates greater awareness of each individual infant. We provide a lot of
guidance with each child, including hand-over-hand direction throughout their day to help develop
avenues of success. More information about RIE can be found on page 22 of this policy.

Our

Brightwheel App provides up to date information about your child's day as it unfolds with photos,
feedings, and naps. Brightwheel has everything you need in one place: billing, daily child reports, a
messaging system, emergency contacts, and more. We use the Brightwheel App in an effort to be
available to you throughout the day.

Sweet Spirits early education program prepares children and families for Kindergarten and the future
beyond. We provide a unique educational approach through our blended Nature Explore and
Waldorf-inspired curriculum, applicable to birth through pre-K. The day is structured with an emphasis on
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schedules and routines. Play is both child-directed and teacher-led and varies in length and method of play.
Teachers use picture cues to accompany the written schedule and update it throughout the day as activities
unfold. The children have ample opportunities outdoors and inside to explore science, art, music, yoga,
dance, skiing, bike riding, hiking, park play, fishing, cooking, and more! Older children will take field trips to
the library, wildlife and children’s museums, grocery stores, and other local locations like ski resorts and
playgrounds, with parent permission. We get outside and DO STUFF! We invite special guests from the fire,
health, and police department to guide our children through valuable safety lessons, and smart
decision-making. Throughout the year, our children enjoy birthday celebrations and festive gatherings to
bring everyone together and build community. Sweet Spirits creates memorable experiences in a positive and
nurturing environment.

If you ever have any concerns or questions, please feel free to call. Good communication is key to a
successful provider-parent relationship and most importantly, it will benefit your child’s educational
growth. We look forward to being a very special part of your child’s life. Thank You!

Warmly,

Jennifer L. Wolf
This handbook includes the critical information you need to know for your child’s enrollment in
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care. Please initial at the bottom of each section indicating you have read
and understood each section.

Credentials
Any parent who chooses to raise kids in Jackson Hole understands that there are many extremes,
such as weather, sports, and even early care and education. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care offers safe,
reasonably-priced, high-quality early education, and care. Sweet Spirits is licensed by the State of Wyoming
and insured for children Birth through Pre-K. Sweet Spirits’ Waldorf-inspired, Nature Explore based
classrooms offer your children a safe, friendly, nurturing, play-centered learning environment. where kids
can have educational opportunities, gain life-skills, and feel at home. Every licensed staff member is trained
in the required Early Childhood Development core classes and continues to learn through professional
development training. Sweet Spirits requires all staff to be CPR, First Aid certified, and drug tested. Staff are
carefully screened and selected so that only individuals that enjoy being around children are engaging with
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little ones. Annual and monthly training provides Sweet Spirits staff with the knowledge they need in order
to provide the quality care each child deserves. Sweet Spirits is conveniently located several blocks from the
town square on a quiet side street near several parks. Sweet Spirits is ready to serve families’ early care and
education needs!

Initial: ______

***Open Year Round***
Monday ~ Friday
7:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care follows the Teton County School District No. 1-holiday closing schedule.
Please refer to page 20 for specific closure dates. Know this schedule may be updated with additional days or a
modification to remain open. Please be aware that staff may not be available during closure due to required training,
and other responsibilities.

Infant, Toddler, Preschool Daily Schedules are contained on the following pages.
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Time

Infant (Otters) Daily Schedule
Every infant’s schedule is unique. We work with families and their
routines so that each child’s development is supported. We will
alter individual schedules as needed.

7:30 - 8:45

Arrival, individual activities

8:45 - 9:15

Baby-led play (individual feeding/nap schedules followed throughout the day.)

9:15 – 9:30

Clean up, diaper check, a transition to small groups

9:30 – 10:00

Small-Group Time - reading stories, learning activities, and then clean up/wash
hands

10:00-10:20

Snack (individual feeding/nap routines followed throughout the day.)

10:20 – 11:00

Washroom, diaper check, transition to outside time (weather dependent)

11:00-12:00

Outside Time

12:00 - 12:45

Lunch

12:45 - 1:00

Washroom, clean-up lunch, diaper check

1:00 - 3:00

Quiet restorative rest

2:45 - 3:15

Rise slowly, clean-up, snack

3:15 - 3:45

Craft or sensory time, clean-up, diaper checks

3:45 - 4:15

Small group: (Music/Movement: Mon/Wed, Yoga: Tues/Th, Infant Massage: Fri)

4:15 - 5:00

Outside play/gross motor room

4:00 - 4:15

Diaper checks

4:15 - 5:30

Individual activities - exploration activity, and pick-up
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Time

Toddler (Bears) Daily Schedule

7:45 - 9:00

Arrival/Remove Shoes/Wash hands/center activities/washroom

9:00 - 9:30

Snack, Washroom - diaper check, potty

9:30 – 10:15

Circle time/music/review daily schedule and play rules

9:30 – 10:15

Clean-up, prepare for outside time!

10:15 – 11:00

Outside Play

10:45 – 11:00

Set up for lunch, diaper check/toileting, wash hands

11:00 - 11:30

Lunch

11:30 - 12:00

Diaper changes/toileting

12:00 - 1:00

Lunch

1:00 - 2:30

Naptime, quiet restorative rest may go until 3:00, washroom

2:30 - 3:00

Snack, wash faces, and craft

3:00 - 3:30

Individual and group activities, self-selected/teacher-led
activities

3:30 - 4:30

Outside play

4:30 - 5:00

Diaper change, toileting, homebound

5:00 - 5:30

Quiet activities, pack-up, wash faces, departure
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Time

Preschool (Eagles) Daily Schedule

7:30 - 9:00

Arrival, activity centers

9:00 - 9:30

Visit the washroom, snacktime

9:30 – 10:30

Circle time/music/review daily schedule and play rules

10:00 – 11:30

Outside play, washroom

11:30– 12:00

Lunch

12:00 – 12:20

Washroom, wash hands, brushing teeth

12:20 - 1:00

Quiet book time, letter/number of the week activity

1:00 - 2:30

Quiet rest time, work projects for non-sleepers ie: puzzles,
coloring, reading, packet bookwork

2:30 - 3:00

Washroom, snack, washroom

3:00 - 3:20

Crafting activity, sunscreen, or big 5

3:20 - 4:30

Outside: sunscreen or big 5

4:30 - 5:30

washroom, goodbye song, pack-up, pick-up begins, self-selected
activities
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WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? Please fill in your child’s daily schedule, to the best of your
ability. Include feeding times, bathrooms, and other daily routines.
Wake Time:
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Academic Practices
Babies’ brains develop rapidly during the first five years of life. What they experience throughout
these years will build the foundation for their later success in school and beyond. In it’s Waldorf-inspired,
Nature Explore based classrooms, Sweet Spirits implements the Frog Street Curriculum for children of all ages.
The Frog Street Curriculum is rooted in positive behavioral therapy and offered in Spanish and English. It is
fully aligned with the Early Childhood Readiness standards according to the Wyoming Department of
Education. The Frog Street Curriculum guides teachers and caregivers to implement developmentally
appropriate practices and offers strong daily routines that develop key social and emotional skills. It
encourages caregivers and child interactions to develop rich oral language and vocabulary as well as strong
social and emotional connections. Materials provided help scaffold strategies for maintaining healthy parent
partnerships, and offer professional development within weekly activities and throughout. Furthermore, the
curriculum balances intentional instruction with child-directed play. An added component of the curriculum
is complete support in classrooms where children are learning two languages with dual language teachers.
Preschoolers (three and older) enrolled in Sweet Spirits will strive for the Early Childhood Readiness
standards, with an emphasis on social and emotional development, building a healthy sense of self and
responsibility, prosocial behavior, fine and gross motor skill development, and thinking skills needed for
primary school throughout the whole year. The curriculum includes monthly themes, straightforward science
units, basic math, music and movement, arts & crafts, and plenty of reading to provide children with a
well-rounded educational experience that will serve them in the future.
Initial:_____
Circle Time
Circle Time takes place at 9:30 a.m. Two and three, four, and five-year-olds are divided and
encouraged to sit calmly and respectfully with their peers for developmentally appropriate lengths of time.
Classrooms begin learning at similar times to keep the flow and noise levels similar. During Circle Time,
students engage in educational read-aloud and interactive activities. Circle Time provides a space for
listening, developing attention span, promoting oral communication, taking turns, and learning new
concepts and skills each day. Parents can show respect to others by arriving by 9:00 a.m. so children can play,
use the washroom, and say hi to his or her friend
Initial:_____
Drop-Off & Pick-Up
Parents need to arrive between 7:50 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. for drop-off. An employee of SSPCC needs to
see every parent at drop-off and pick-up. Parents must sign the child in upon arrival and sign-out the child at
pick-up. This is extremely important to help in keeping track of the children during a fire drill or a true
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emergency.
At drop-off, parents please promptly say goodbye. Children over two may become emotional and
forget rules when parents are present. At drop-off and pick-up, please turn off the vehicle's engine; Sweet
Spirits Preschool & Child Care is an idle-free zone. If for some reason parents need to enter the school’s
classrooms, please remove shoes.
Sweet Spirits asks that parents do not arrive prior to 7:30 a.m., as Sweet Spirits cannot guarantee an
employee will be in the building. In the event that a parent needs to drop a child off any earlier than 7:30 a.m.,
prior arrangements (24-hour notice) need to be made, and know that this will incur additional fees.
Similarly, if parents need to arrive early for pick-up, ample notice is requested.
Initial:_____
Meal Times
🙑 Morning & Afternoon: Healthy, fresh fruits, and veggies provided daily.
🙑 Midday: Parent-provided lunch, full clean water bottle.
🙑 Infant feedings will be as needed per parent/provided routines and on-demand.
🙑 All bottles for the day must be premade and labeled with the child’s name, date made, and expiration.
🙑 Parents may supply back-up bags of milk labeled with the child’s name, date made, and expiration.
Food items must be pre-cooked and cut into small pieces with no preparation necessary. Parents are
welcome to provide extra snacks such as fruits, vegetables, crackers, nuts, cheese, cereals, and natural juice
or water. Children should arrive each morning well-fed, dressed, clean, and ready for the day.
Initial:_____
Infant Food Program
Sweet Spirits’ comprehensive food program is designed to introduce new, age-appropriate foods to
children six months and older will be put into practice each day. Varying food items provided for the month
ahead in a schedule format will be given to each parent for approval. Items may include rice cereal,
blueberries, pureed carrots, and other wholesome food items. One food will be introduced for the entire week.
Should personal snacks replace this program, the child’s name, date made, and expiration must be on each
item. Infants participating under six months must have a written permission slip by a physician. Toddlers and
Preschoolers will have an equal opportunity to try new foods as well during snack time.
Initial:_____
Diapering & Potty Training
Parents provide diapers and wipes weekly or monthly, at their preference. Upon interest in potty
training, Sweet Spirits’ staff will happily assist and collaborate with parents as they potty train at home. Potty
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training is a team effort and involvement from all adults will aid the child in learning faster. Parents should
dress their children in slip-on pants during this training process. NO JEANS--these are too hard for children
to unsnap and unzip, resulting in unnecessary wet messes. No underwear is needed during the potty training
process until accidents are less frequent. If underwear is being used as an incentive, parents should pack at
least 3-5 pairs per day. Pull-ups are recommended.
Parents of infants and toddlers must provide:
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑

diaper supplies
wet wipes in each bag
(2) two changes of clothing
an extra warm layer of clothing for outside; The Big Five: hat, gloves, boots, snow outfit, extra layers in
the event of a fire drill or evacuation
Initial:_____
Infant Rest
The Sweet Spirits schedule includes naptime. Parents should aim to keep doctor and dentist

appointments in the morning or late afternoon since removing a child during the middle of the day may
disrupt others’ nap times. Every baby under 12 months will be placed on his or her back for safe sleeping
practices, every time sleep is initiated. Back-sleeping is a state licensing requirement and meant to help
protect babies from SIDS and other risk factors. Should a parent request otherwise, they will need to provide
a signed physician’s note, with clear instructions indicating the length of time, desired position, and reason
for not sleeping on their back. This is a requirement for infants under 12 months of age, enrolled at Sweet
Spirits, if back sleeping will not be pursued. If a child is able to roll over in both directions, a child may remain
on his side or stomach in this position. All babies will begin on their backs and be checked every 5 minutes.
Swaddling is not allowed in Sweet Spirits’ sleep environments however, sleep sacks are allowed. Should a
child need to be swaddled, a doctor must be consulted and a physician's note provided, including reason and
instructions for length of time, method, and position. Infants/toddlers rest in a baby-specific crib or on a
sleeping mat, if appropriate. Parent established routines for napping are important to share, along with
feeding and other typical daily activities. Parents should complete the form on page 7 describing the child’s
schedule and routines.
🙑 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. - Infant rest depending on morning routine.
🙑 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - Infant rest depending on each child’s schedule is encouraged, but never forced.
🙑 Book Resource: Mom’s On Call by Laura Hunter, LPN and Jennifer Walker, RN BSN
Initial:_____
Naptime over 12 months
Naps are taken on mats or in a state-licensed emergency evacuation crib. Both are wiped down after
each use with the Wyoming Health Department approved sanitizer. For children over 12-months old, parents
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may provide a blanket and/or a soft, stuffed toy, for use during naptime. Blankets must be taken home at the
end of the week to be washed in hot water and detergent. During the potty training process, the child will
wear a diaper or pull-up to ensure they do not soil clothing during rest. All children Birth to five, (B-5) five
years are encouraged to participate in quiet rest time. This time begins around 1:00 pm and ends around 3:00
pm, but may vary with each age group. *Parents should arrange to pick up their child before or after naptime so as
not to disrupt the other resting children.
Initial:_____
Extra Activities
Sweet Spirits offers extra activities, year-round, for a minimal fee. Permission forms can be found in
the child record forms packet. Notification of activities will be distributed in advance of the event and parents
will be able to choose the participation level for their child at that time.
Programs Include:
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑

Snow King Cross- Country Ski School program
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort visits
Ample Outdoors Recreation and Excursions
Center For The Arts Dance and Art Classes
Children’s and Wildlife Art Museum
Teton County Recreation Center
Strider Riding Weeks through Friends of Pathways
Local Playgrounds & Parks

Additional permission forms for special activities may be required. Additional permission forms are available
at Sweet Spirits or online from our parent portal.
Initial:_____
Volunteers
Volunteering strengthens parents’ connection to the community and our school. “He has a right to
criticize, who has a heart to help.” - Abraham Lincoln. Volunteering helps parents learn new skills and brings
fun and fulfillment to life. Sweet Spirits welcome volunteers to any special activities, programs, and events,
including field trips. Examples include Yoga Tuesday, Strider Thursday, park play, going on walks, etc. Any
parent that wishes to volunteer must sign-in upon arrival, and read and understand the Sweet Spirits
policies. To be counted in ratio, and left alone with children other than your own, a thorough background
check, and fingerprints are required from the state of Wyoming. No parent may volunteer more than 20 hours
per month.
Initial:_____
Birthdays
Sweet Spirits likes to recognize children’s birthdays by singing the birthday song. If a parent wishes
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to send in a special treat for the birthday celebration, Sweet Spirits asks that food items be labeled with
ingredients. If parents choose to have a birthday party outside of Sweet Spirits and will include children from
Sweet Spirits, then all children should be invited. This saves from little hurt feelings.
Initial:_____
Clothing
Each child at Sweet Spirits is assigned their own cubby to keep belongings separated from others.
Children need one Ziploc bag including (2) two shirts,(2) two pants, (3) three sets of socks, (3) three pairs of
underwear, and outdoor shoes or water-resistant boots for mud, snow, and rain. Young children need
Velcro shoes or sandals if they are unable to tie shoes themselves. A coat or sweater is required every day. No
necklaces, rings, or long strings hanging from clothing which may get caught on play equipment, other
children, or toys. Children grow throughout the year, so be sure that their extra clothing supply is updated
periodically.
Initial:_____
Toys Provided
All personal toys must be left at home, with the exception of a small stuffed toy for naptime (children
over 12 months). Preschool students participate in “Show & Share” on Friday and may bring one item to
share with classmates. All other necessary items are provided for the children. Foreign toys have the potential
to be a choking hazard. Parents must check with the director if they wish to donate an item.
Initial:_____

Daycare Equipment
Art supplies, games, toys, blocks, puzzles, books, musical instruments, puppets, dramatic play
equipment, learning toys, manipulatives, and outdoor play equipment are provided and accessible to children
at Sweet Spirits. Enrollment fees include snacks, toys, art, and other supplies, and an infinite amount of
warm hugs children need daily. Sweet Spirits’ philosophy behind child care is to nurture children within a
safe environment during the hours when they are away from family and home, as well as instilling a respect
for others and establishing a feeling of self-worth. Sweet Spirits hopes to contribute to the creativity, social,
and academic development of each child and to make the time spent at Sweet Spirits a positive experience.
Initial:_____
Discipline
Sweet Spirits works carefully with children to promote self-discipline. Discipline involves positive
guidance, redirection, and setting clear limits. It is clear, consistent, and communicated to the child in a way
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they can understand it. Children are encouraged to respect people, to be fair, and to take responsibility for
their actions. Soft tones and age-appropriate language will be used to help children make appropriate choices
and safe mistakes. Sweet Spirits implement the 5:1 positive attention ratio with the Pyramid method. A 5:1
positive attention ratio is defined as five positive feedback comments to a ratio of one constructive
redirection. Time-outs are not the norm, nor are they used often. Instead, Sweet Spirits aims to provide
structured re-regulation routines in place of time-out. When students are at a baseline, they are given the
opportunity to reflect on what they did and how they can correct it next time. Aggressive behavior towards
adults or children is not tolerated. Recurring situations are handled on an individual basis, depending on the
child. Good behavior will be encouraged and sincerely praised through positive reinforcement
The following discipline shall NOT be used:
🙑 The punishment associated with food, rest, or toilet training;
🙑 Rough handling of children including, but not limited to: hitting, spanking, beating, shaking,
pinching, or other measures that could produce physical pain;
🙑 Abusive or profane language; and
🙑 Any form of emotional abuse including, but not limited to: threatening, humiliating, rejecting,
terrorizing, corrupting, isolating, or ignoring the child.
🙑 A child can be removed from a group, but not isolated. Behaviors may be ignored, but the child will not
be ignored.
Initial:_____
Suspension/Expulsion Policy
Occasionally a situation may arise when a child is having difficulty adjusting to the day to day life in
child care. This can lead to having a child removed from the classroom/facility/home. Our facility works
diligently to avoid these circumstances however if a situation should arise with your child, here is the
procedure I - our staff/facility will follow.
In order to prevent a suspension/expulsion from happening, our staff is committed to the following:
●

Creating a positive environment to nurture self-expression and opportune learning.

●

Modeling positive behaviors to ensure children are treated with respect and kindness

●

Be consistent and clear with expectations and rules of the classroom

●

Use redirection and positive guidance and praise appropriate behaviors
If a child is having a difficult time maintaining appropriate behaviors in the classroom the following

steps will be taken:
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●

Thorough account of the child and staff’s actions will be documented and shared with the
parent/guardian.

●

Parents/Guardians will be notified of disruptive behaviors and a conference will be scheduled to
discuss improving behaviors.

●

Local resources such as developmental screening opportunities, mental health consultants, and
behavior specialists will be shared during the conference.

●

Staff and parent(s)/Guardian(s) will develop a plan of improvement to help improve the child's
behaviors.

If there is no improvement in the child’s behavior after these steps have been taken
●

Parents/guardians will be advised in writing about the parent or child’s behavior warranting an
expulsion.

●

Length of expulsion will be provided

●

Expected behavior changes required in order for the child or parent to return to the facility will be
discussed, documented, and shared with the parent/guardian.
Suspension/Expulsion Policy
At Sweet Spirits, we strive to make every child’s experience a positive and nurturing one however

sometimes behavioral issues may arise that create a difficult learning environment for children. If we find
your child is continually exhibiting inappropriate and disruptive behaviors, we will share our concerns as well
as our intervention methods with you through written documentation and a phone call and/or conference.
Every effort will be made to connect staff and families with local and national resources that address
challenging behaviors prior to an expulsion/suspension.
Suspension/Expulsion Policy
Sweet Spirits promotes positive social and emotional growth and includes age-appropriate behavior
support. This practice enables us to offer the most proactive and supportive environment for children.
However, there may be a time when we have exhausted all efforts to help a child interact in a positive manner
in our program. If this situation should arise with your child, we will adhere to the following guidelines:
●

Share with parents in writing behavioral concerns and what steps the facility has taken to change
those behaviors.

●

Schedule a conference with parent(s)/guardians to discuss steps implemented, local resources
available, and develop a plan for the next steps.

●

If expulsion or suspension is warranted, discuss with parents’ terms of child returning and length of
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the suspension.
Initial:_____

Sick Policy
Sweet Spirits only cares for healthy children. Any child unable to participate due to discomfort, injury,
or other symptoms may be refused care. Examples of said symptoms are as follows: severe diarrhea (72) hrs
out, severe pain or discomfort, two or more episodes of acute vomiting within twenty-four (24) hours,
difficult or rapid breathing, yellowish eyes or skin, swollen joints, enlarged lymph nodes, sore throat, 99.9ºF
fever or higher, coughing, discolored yellow or brown mucus gushing out of the nose, chills, sore throat,
body aches, untreated head lice or nits, untreated scabies, children suspected of being in contagious stages of
chickenpox, pertussis i.e.: whooping cough, measles, mumps, rubella or diphtheria, blood in urine, or skin
rashes lasting more than one (1) day (excluding diaper rash, unless serious). Serious illness or undiagnosed
children must stay out of school for (72) hours. Children who exhibit signs of illness, while in SSPCC care,
will be separated from the other children immediately and their parents notified that they need to be
removed. The only exception to this rule is if the child is under the care of a physician who has provided a
written and signed waiver stating that the child is not contagious and that it is safe for other children to be
near them. It is at the discretion of the Director to make final approval on a physician's ruling and this
decision will be made before a parent departs.
Sweet Spirits only allows healthy employees to come in contact with children. Should a parent have a
concern regarding the health of any SSPCC employee, please contact the director.
Initial:_____
Medications
Children who are receiving a prescription and/or non-prescription drugs must bring the appropriate
medicine with the child’s name printed on the container and amount and frequency of dosage clearly
indicated. Medication must be in its original packaging with the name of a prescribing physician or another
healthcare professional, with the exception of over the counter medication. Only Sweet Spirits staff that have
taken medical administration training will be approved to administer medication. Upon receiving a child’s
prescription, a consent form must be filled out and signed by a parent or legal guardian with the full name
of the child in care. Instructions must accompany the medication with specifics: dates, times, and amounts
to be given. Forms are found in the parent policy packet or can be provided upon request. Only dosages
indicated on the parent/guardian consent form, for both prescription and non-prescription drugs, will be
administered. The administration will be recorded in the medication log with the child’s name, date, and time
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of administration. Doses administered will also be logged via the Brightwheel app.
Initial:_____
Emergency Preparedness Guidelines and Policies
In the event of an emergency that requires evacuation of all children, Sweet Spirits has two evacuation
sites. The first evacuation site is the blue home across the side alleyway towards Hansen Avenue. The
secondary evacuation location is the Teton County Recreation Center, located at 155 East Gill Avenue. This
location can be reached at (307) 739-9025. Parents will be informed via the Brightwheel app or text message
(if applicable). If cell phones are down, notification of the evacuation location will be posted on the outside
door of the SSPCC building. Parents may also contact the Sweet Spirits mobile line, (307) 413-4439, at any
time. When at an evacuation site, parents or other approved guardians may come to retrieve their child at any
time. Individuals retrieving their child from an evacuation site must make direct contact with an SSPCC
employee and sign-out their child in order for their child to be released.
Initial:_____
Firearms/Weapons
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care is a gun-free zone. Sweet Spirits expressly prohibits the use of
any firearms or other weapons on the grounds of the facility and at programs attended by SSPCC children,
except by law enforcement personnel in emergency and non-emergency situations. No explosives or
ammunition of any kind shall be allowed. This applies to all persons entering SSPCC including children,
parents/guardians, employees, volunteers, and visitors.
Initial:_____
Child Safety
Any situation that occurs, on or off-premises, that causes concern for a child’s health or safety will be
treated according to the information found in the child record forms packet: Authorization of Medical
Treatment. The child will be treated first, including 911 dispatch, if applicable to the situation. Once the
situation is stable, a parent will be contacted. In the event that a child needs to be picked up after a
health/safety situation, an employee of SSPCC will be present with the child until a parent/guardian arrives.
Initial:_____
Contract Facility Fees
A non-refundable, $150.00 application fee is required for each new contract, for each child. Contracts
are renewed each year for $100.00. One month's tuition is required to reserve a child’s space along with up to
date immunization records, current child record forms, and the completed signed parent policy. Monthly
payments are due on or before the 25th of the preceding month. Discounts will only apply to families with (2)
two or more children enrolled, teachers, and families utilizing a (3) three days to a full-time schedule. Read
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more about available discounts and contracted options on the detailed rates sheet (page 21). If a child is
unable to attend for any reason, whether it is in the parent’s control or not, days missed are non-refundable
or transferable to future weeks or months. Parents are paying to reserve the child’s space at Sweet Spirits. In
order to accommodate extra days that the child would not normally attend, SSPCC needs to be notified of
modifications one calendar month in advance. Sweet Spirits will do their best to accommodate last-minute
change requests, however additional fees may apply. Services will not be provided without payment. Late
payments will accrue a $12 per day late fee. Continuous late payments will result in refusal of services.
Bounced checks will result in an additional $41.00 fee, plus any other fees applied by the banks, and future
payments will be required to be made in cash.
🙑 (2) two-months minimum contract, no discount, non-refundable application fee $125.00
🙑 Every client must re-apply and pay the non-refundable $100 application fee at the start of every
contract year.
🙑 See the detailed rates sheet (page 21) for more information about available contracts.
SSPCC operating hours are from (7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.) and late parents arriving past 5:30 p.m. will
be charged *$4.00 per minute. This firm rule stands with all families. (unless prior arrangements have been
made). Sweet Spirits asks that parents make prior arrangements and communicate well in advance if they
have a need to arrive early or will be late.
Full payment for the last month is required. If SSPCC services are no longer needed, (1) one-months
advance notice is needed in writing. SSPCC will bill for two months at a time unless you’re contracted
longer. In return, SSPCC will also give parents a (1) one-month notice if they are unable to keep a child. This
(1) one-month notice does not hold true in the case of unavoidable circumstances, such as abusing this
policy.
Payments: SSPCC policy reads that parents must pay monthly, on or before the 25th, for the
following month of care. Payments can be made through the Brightwheel App (bank account transfer/credit
card with an additional 3% added) and cash or personal check is also accepted. See page 21 for specific rates.
Initial:_____
Vacations
SSPCC will always give plenty of notice before closures occur, see closure list. Other emergency and
evacuation information can be seen below. Every client taking time away from Sweet Spirits must continue
to pay their child’s fees. This will reserve the child’s space at Sweet Spirits during their absence and help
pay SSPCC employees. (1) One-month advance notice, on or before the 1st of the month prior to the absence,
is required. Please refer friends, expecting friends, or those in need, and Sweet Spirits’ referral program will
reward referring families with $100 cash credit when the referred family enrolls for two months or more in
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the fourth week.
Initial:_____
Admission Requirements
🙑

Upon filling out an application, including current immunization records, all child record forms, and
the non-refundable $150.00 processing fee (cash or check).

🙑

Both Parents/Guardians (if applicable) must sign and date the parent policies after having read all
information provided and any questions have been answered.

🙑

Sweet Spirits Safe Child Policy only allows us to release children to persons whose parents have given
consent for and they will be asked to show identification if not recognized.

🙑

Half of your 1st month’s child care fees with all registration paperwork and $150.00 processing fee
will secure a space.

🙑

The processing fee and the first 1/2 month’s partial payment are non-refundable. Parents must pay
half of the first month's child care invoice no later than the 25th of the month prior to the requested
start date.

🙑

To maintain accurate records, parents must keep updated child immunization forms on file, and
update the policy annually with current information. Please bring updated immunization records
after each doctor's visit.

🙑

All child record forms (field trip permission, photo release, etc.) need to be signed and dated.

🙑

An adjustment period of two months minimum for every child is strongly encouraged.
Initial:_____

After reading this policy, parents, please sign below and return all pages to Jennifer Wolf, prior to your child
starting at Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care. Parents will receive a copy of the signed policy for their
records.

I/We have read and understood the entire contents of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care, LLC policies and
procedures for contracted clients, drop-in care, and agree to all of its content.
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Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC
211 East Kelly Avenue
P. O. Box 4623
Jackson, Wyoming 83001

Signatures:_________________________________________Date:___________
Parent/Guardian 1, Name:_____________________________________
Parent/Guardian 1 Work Schedule:
Mon _______ Tue_______ Wed_______ Thurs_______ Fri_______
Home Phone: (____) _____-_________
Mobile Phone: (____) _____-_________
*May we contact you via text message? _____Yes _____No
Email:_______________________________________

Signatures:_________________________________________Date:___________
Parent/Guardian 2, Name:_____________________________________
Parent/Guardian 2 Work Schedule:
Mon _______ Tue_______ Wed_______ Thurs_______ Fri_______
Home Phone: (____) _____-_________
Mobile Phone: (____) _____-_________
*May we contact you via text message? _____Yes _____No
Email:_______________________________________

Please fill out the questions below, to the best of your ability, to help transition your child into Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Child Care LLC.
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Previous daycares or schools attended and phone numbers:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What food does your child like?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What food does your child dislike?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Does your child have allergies? If so, what?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Does your child have special care requirements that Sweet Spirits needs to be aware of?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What are some of your child's interests and activities in the Summer?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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What are some of your child's interests and activities in the Winter?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Does your child get scared of anything?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What time does your child usually nap and how long?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What comforts your child when they become upset?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Have you experienced any problems at a previous child care?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

How do you discipline your child, please explain?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Would you like for Sweet Spirits to be aware of anything else?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What are your expectations in sending your child to Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Describe your child’s routine as of recent:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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CLOSURES 2021 - 2022
Thanksgiving: Thursday, November 24th, 2021 - November 28th, 2021
Christmas Eve/Day - New Year's Day: December 22nd, 2021 - January 1st, 2022
Presidents Day: Monday, February 21th, 2022
Spring Break: CLOSED: March 26th, 2022 - April 10th, 2022
Memorial Day: Monday, May 30th, 2022
Independence Day: Monday, July 4th, 2022
Labor Day: Monday, September 6th, 2021
Important Dates:
❖ First Day of Learning with Frog Street Curriculum and Preschool: Tuesday, September 8th
❖ Last Day of Preschool: Friday, June 17th, 2022
❖ Graduation: June 20th, 2022 @ 10AM
❖ Early Bird Summer Camp Registration: MARCH 1st - 31st, 2022
❖ Early Bird Fall Program Registration: MAY 1st - 31st, 2022
❖ Summer Camp Begins - June 21st, 2022 - ends August 26th, 2022 (1 week/September extension optional)
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SWEET SPIRITS CHILD CARE RATES SHEET 2021/2022
INFANTS (6 WEEKS – 18 MONTHS):
MONTHLY Rate (5) DAYS PER WEEK (Mon-Fri): $1919.06 ($88.64) day
MONTHLY Rate (3) DAYS PER WEEK (M/W/F): $1181.45 ($90.95) day
MONTHLY Rate (2) DAYS PER WEEK (Tu/Th): $805.81 ($93.05) day
TODDLERS (18 MONTHS – 36 MONTHS):
MONTHLY Rate (5) DAYS PER WEEK(Mon-Fri): $1702.55 ($78.64) day
MONTHLY Rate (3) DAYS PER WEEK (M/W/F): $1072.61 ($82.57) day
MONTHLY Rate (2) DAYS PER WEEK (Tu/Th): $750.82 ($86.70) day
PRESCHOOLERS (3 YEARS – 5 YEARS):
MONTHLY Rate (5) DAYS PER WEEK (Mon-Fri): $1705.15 ($78.76) day
MONTHLY Rate (3) DAYS PER WEEK (M/W/F): $1054.13 ($81.15) day
MONTHLY Rate (2) DAYS PER WEEK (Tu/Th): $716.00 ($82.68) day
🙑
🙑

Requirement: first and last month due
2nd-year contract signing: only the first due, last is in good faith

DROP-IN (CONTRACTED) $125.00
DROP-IN (NON-CONTRACTED) $150.00
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑
🙑

TWO (2) MONTHS - MINIMUM CONTRACT
DUE DATES - PAYMENT DUE 25TH OF the PRECEDING MONTH
QUARTERLY DATE NIGHT INCENTIVE TO PARENTS THAT PAY ON TIME OR BEFORE
LATE FEES - LATE PAYMENTS ACCRUE $12.00 EACH DAY LATE FEE
BOUNCED CHECKS WILL RESULT IN $41.00 FEE, PLUS ANY, ALL BANK FEES
TEACHERS AT A MONTHLY RATE OF AT LEAST 3 DAYS PER WEEK RECEIVE 2% DISCOUNT
ENROLL TWO (2) OR MORE CHILDREN FOR 7% DISCOUNT FOR THE ELDEST CHILD
SSPCC REQUESTS ALL PARENTS PAY USING BRIGHTWHEEL APP
RATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH (1) ONE-MONTH ADVANCE NOTICE ANNUALLY
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Resources for Infant Educarers

1.

We communicate authentically. We speak in our authentic voices, though a bit more slowly with babies and
toddlers. We use real words and talk about real things, especially things that directly pertain to our babies and
that are happening now. We encourage babies to build communication skills by asking them questions, affording
them plenty of time to respond, always acknowledging their communication.

2.

We invite babies to actively participate in caregiving activities like diapering, meals, and naptime routines and
give them our full attention during these activities. This inclusion and focused attention nurture our
caregiver-child relationship, providing children the sense of security they need to be able to separate and engage
in self-directed play.

3.

We encourage uninterrupted, self-directed play by offering even the youngest infants free play opportunities,
sensitively observing so as not to needlessly interrupt, and trusting that our child’s play choices are enough.

4.

We allow children to develop motor and cognitive skills naturally according to their innate timetables. We provide
and offer them free play and movement opportunities in an enriching environment, rather than teaching,
restricting, or otherwise interfering with these organic processes. Our role in development is primary trust.

5.

We value intrinsic motivation and inner-directedness, so we acknowledge the effort and take care not to
over-praise. We trust our children to know themselves better than we know them, so we allow children to lead
when they play and choose enrichment activities, rather than projecting our own interests. We encourage our
children’s passions and support them to fulfill their dreams.

6.

We encourage children to express their emotions by openly accepting and acknowledging all emotions.

7.

We recognize that children need confident, empathic leaders, and clear boundaries, but not shaming,
distractions, punishments, or time out.

8.

We allow children to problem-solve and experience and learn from age-appropriate conflicts with our support.

9.

We understand the power of our modeling and recognize that our children are learning from us through every
word and action about love, relationships, empathy, generosity, gratitude, patience, tolerance, kindness,
honesty, and respect. Most profoundly, children are learning about themselves, their abilities, and their worth,
their place in our hearts and in the world.

From: http://www.janetlansbury.com/2013/12/rie-parenting-basics-9-ways-to-put-respect-into-action/
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Welcome to Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC!
We are so happy you’ve decided to join our leading early care and education company in the
state of Wyoming!
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care llc is in the business of learning and caring - for families
and children, as well as the staff members who care for them. Our resources, training, and
support give our staff the opportunity to grow right along with the children in their care. As part
of a dynamic community of educators, parents, and children, our staff contributes to the creative
curriculum and caring environment that our school offers. Working with other professionals
encourages each staff member to develop a personal plan for growth and success.
Every day you will be making a difference in the lives of children, whether you work in our
classrooms or in our administrative office. Your actions and decisions will influence and guide
the care of young children during their important formative years.
This Employee Handbook is designed to serve as a guideline to inform you of relevant facts
about your employment. While the information outlined in this handbook should give you
answers to the benefits, practices, policies and procedures used at Sweet Spirits, it cannot cover
every situation that might arise. If you have questions about the information in this document or
need further information about any subject, please discuss your concerns with your supervisor or
director.
We value individuality, creativity, and each other. We are committed to making Sweet Spirits an
exceptional place to be—for our families and for you. Welcome!

Mission Statement
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care believes that building positive childhood experiences is
the foundation for future success. We are committed to delivering a safe and healthy learning
environment that supports the care, education, and recreation of children by partnering with
families, employees, and the community. To provide a safe, loving environment where young
children access quality early care and educational experiences to help them grow to their fullest
potential, and where families build enriching, long-lasting relationships.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC:
…BELIEVES THAT CHILDREN are unique and bring diverse cultural experiences to our
schools. We provide an active learning environment where children are allowed to make choices,
pursue their interests, and share their cultural heritage with others.
…BELIEVES OUR FAMILIES are the child’s first teacher. We encourage and invite open
communication between our families and staff to partner in the child’s care and education.
…BELIEVES OUR STAFF is a crucial resource in each child’s development and educational
experience. We provide professional development programs for staff and are committed to
ensuring they are treated with the respect deserving of their position.
…BELIEVES OUR SCHOOL provides an exemplary educational environment that is both safe
and fun. We are committed to the continued enhancement of educational materials, safety
systems, and our facility.
…BELIEVES EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION sets children up for future academic
success. We are committed to providing an enriched, center-based learning environment that
supports the social, emotional, cognitive, and physical development of children.
…BELIEVES IN PRACTICING SOUND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY in order to provide the
highest level of service that our parents, children and staff both expect and deserve. We will
utilize our resources wisely to remain a financially strong company that maintains its position as
a leader in early childhood education while providing a fair return on the investment of our
stakeholders.
Building positive childhood experiences is the foundation for future success. Sweet Spirits is
committed to delivering a safe and healthy environment that supports the care, education, and
recreation of children by partnering with families, employees, and the community to encircle
child and families with love, and learning.

Purpose and Introductory Statement
This Employee Handbook has been prepared to inform you of the Sweet Spirits Preschool and
Childcare philosophy, employment practices and policies, as well as the benefits provided to you
as a valued employee.
All benefits, practices, policies and procedures described in this handbook are solely for
employees of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care llc (referred to as “Sweet Spirits,” “Sweet
Spirits Preschool & Child Care,” and “the company” in this document).
Nothing contained in this handbook or in other statements of company policies and
procedures, including statements made in the course of the evaluation and wage review,
shall be deemed to constitute either an expressed or implied contract. Any statement or
representation concerning fair treatment (or similar statements) is a goal only and is not
enforceable as a covenant or an express or implied contract.
The information contained in this Employee Handbook is to be considered as a guideline.
-

Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care, at its option, may change, delete, suspend or
discontinue any part(s) of the policies, procedures and practices in this Employee Handbook
at any time without prior notice.

-

Any such action shall apply to existing as well as to future employees.

-

Employees are not eligible for any benefits, rights, or privileges beyond the last day worked,
unless specifically required by law.

-

No statement or promise by a supervisor past or present may be interpreted as a change in
policy nor will it constitute an agreement with an employee.

Should any provision in this Employee Handbook be found to be unenforceable and invalid, such
finding does not invalidate the entire Employee Handbook, but only that particular provision.

RECEIPT AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM
This is to acknowledge that I have received and am responsible for reviewing and understanding
the contents of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC Employee Handbook.
I understand that the contents of the handbook are presented as a matter of information
only and are not to be construed as an employment contract between Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Child Care and any of its employees. I also understand and agree that Sweet
Spirits Preschool & Child Care may change, rescind, or add to any procedures, benefits, or
practices described in the handbook from time to time in its sole and absolute discretion,
with or without prior notice to me or other employees.
I further understand that my employment is not for a specified term and that it may be
terminated with or without cause or notice at the will of either me or Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Child Care. I also understand that no agreement contrary to the foregoing has
been made with me and that no other Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care representative
has authority to enter into any agreement for employment for a specified period of time or
to make any agreement contrary to the foregoing.
This policy of “at will” employment may not be modified by any statements contained in
any other Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care materials, memoranda or other materials
provided to me in connection with my employment. None of these documents, whether
singly or combined, create an express or implied contract of employment for a definite
period, or an express or implied contract concerning any terms or conditions of
employment.
I understand if my employment is terminated or I resign without notice/without working my
required notice, I am not entitled to receive any unpaid vacation benefits, except when required
by law.
This publication supersedes all previous employee handbooks and communications regarding
benefits, written or oral, and becomes effective the date the employee signs this
acknowledgment, whichever is earlier.
I have received and carefully read the foregoing Receipt and Acknowledgment, and know and
understand its contents, and I sign the same of my own free will and deed.
Upon completion, submit this page to the Director or your Supervisor.

Employee Signature:

Date:

Employee Name (print):

Social Security Number:

Nature of Employment
You became an employee at Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC voluntarily and your
employment is at will. "At will" means that you are free to resign at any time, with or without
cause. Likewise, "at will" means that Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC may terminate
your employment at any time, with or without cause or advance notice.
The policies in this handbook are not intended to create a contract, express or implied. The
policies should not be construed to constitute contractual obligations of any kind or a contract of
employment between Sweet Spirits and any employee. The provisions in the handbook have
been developed at the discretion of management and, except for the policy of
employment-at-will, may be amended or cancelled at any time, with or without notice, at the sole
discretion of Sweet Spirits.
These provisions replace all other existing policies and practices and may not be changed or
added to by any company representative.

Employee and Employer Relations
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC strives to offer its employees work conditions,
wages, and benefits that are competitive with those offered by other employers in this area and in
this industry. If you have concerns about specific work conditions or compensation, you are
strongly encouraged to voice these concerns openly and directly to your supervisor, as he/she can
respond to your concern or seek assistance from others within the company to address your
concern.
Our experience has shown that when employees deal directly with management, the work
environment is pleasant, communications are clear, and employees feel good about their career
and ability to contribute. We believe that Sweet Spirits amply demonstrates its commitment to
employees by responding appropriately and effectively to employee concerns.
Because we want to maintain direct employer/employee communications, we will protect your
right to speak for yourself, and will resist third-party involvement. What this means is if your
spouse, parent, friend, attorney or other person contacts Sweet Spirits on your behalf to discuss
your employment with us, we will politely but firmly advise them that we will talk to you about
your concerns, but will not discuss those concerns with them.

Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
It is the policy of the Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC to provide equal opportunity in
employment to all employees and applicants for employment. Employment decisions are based
on merit and business needs, and are not based on race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
disability, Vietnam-Era veteran status or any other characteristic protected by applicable federal
or state law. This policy applies to recruitment and placement, promotion, transfer, retention,

training, as well as all other privileges, personnel programs, policies, procedures, and terms and
conditions of employment.
All employees are required, without exception, to support Equal Employment Opportunity. You
share in the responsibility of preventing discrimination and harassment. Any employee who feels
that he/she has been discriminated against or harassed should promptly notify their supervisor
and/or the Human Resources department, without fear of reprisal.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
It is the policy of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC to comply with all the relevant and
applicable provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Child Care LLC will make reasonable accommodations wherever necessary for all employees or
applicants with disabilities, provided that the individual is qualified to safely perform the
essential duties and assignments connected with the job and provided that any accommodations
made do not impose an undue hardship on Sweet Spirits.
We are committed to treating physically or mentally disabled individuals without discrimination
in any area of work, including pre-employment, application, hiring, supervision and evaluation.
Sweet Spirits will treat medical information and records concerning disabilities as strictly
confidential.
If you are a qualified individual with a disability, you have the right to request that the Sweet
Spirits make reasonable accommodations in order to help you overcome the limitations posed by
your disability to accomplish your work. Please contact your supervisor to make this request.
Your request will be evaluated in accordance with the provisions of the Americans with
Disabilities Act. You will be notified of the decision regarding your request within 30 calendar
days of submission of your request.

Business Ethics and Conduct
We expect Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC employees to be ethical in their conduct,
as it affects our reputation and success. Sweet Spirits requires employees to carefully follow all
laws and regulations, and have the highest standards of conduct and personal integrity.
Our continued success depends on our customers' trust. Employees owe a duty to Sweet Spirits
and our customers to act in ways that will earn the continued trust and confidence of the public.
As an organization, Sweet Spirits will comply with all applicable laws and regulations. We
expect all employees to conduct business in accordance with the letter, spirit, and intent of all
relevant laws and to specifically avoid anything that is illegal, dishonest, or unethical.
If you use good judgment and follow high ethical principles, you will make the right decisions.
However, if you are not sure if an action is ethical or proper, you should discuss the matter

openly with your supervisor or the director.
It is the responsibility of every Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare employee to comply with
our policy of business ethics and conduct. Employees who ignore or do not comply with this
standard of business ethics and conduct may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
discharge.

Personal Relationships in the Workplace
To prevent problems of supervision, performance, safety, security and morale, Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Child Care may restrict the employment of family members or employees involved
in romantic or sexual relationships with one another. In addition to claims of partiality in
treatment at work, personal conflicts from outside the work environment frequently are carried
over into day-to-day working relationships.
Family Members - One family member may not directly hire, supervise, process, review, or
audit the work of another family member without written approval from the supervisor of the
highest-ranking employee and the Chief Operations Officer/Director. Furthermore, confidential
information may never be shared among family members employed by Sweet Spirits.
For purposes of this policy, a family member is defined as any person who is related by blood or
marriage, or whose relationship with you is similar to that of a family member. Definition of
family for these purposes includes spouse, live-in significant other, in-laws, child, grandchild,
parent, grandparent, brother, sister and dependents, whether or not living in the same household.
This policy applies to all employees regardless of their gender or sexual orientation.
Sweet Spirits reserves the right to take prompt action if an actual or potential conflict of interest
arises involving family members.
Romantic/Sexual Relationships - To prevent the appearance of impropriety, managers and
supervisors of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care are prohibited from engaging in romantic or
sexual relationships with any employees of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care where there is
a direct reporting relationship. If two people in a direct reporting situation subsequently develop
a romantic/sexual relationship, the employee in the relationship who is the highest ranking
supervisor is responsible and obligated to disclose the existence of the relationship to his/her
supervisor. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC reserves the right, in its sole discretion,
to take whatever action it deems appropriate regarding employment and/or reassignment of
employees.
Romantic/sexual relationships between employees are a personal matter; however, Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Child Care’s sexual harassment policy includes a prohibition against employee
harassment. When relationships develop, the employees involved must report the relationship to
their supervisor(s) in a timely manner and work with Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care to
satisfactorily resolve the situation. In the event Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care otherwise
becomes aware of such relationships, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care will intervene and
discuss the situation with the involved employees to determine what, if any, action needs to be
taken, including disciplinary action for failing to report the situation to the supervisor(s).

Relationships with Customers or Vendors – Because our customers entrust the care of their
children to us, our professional relationship with parents is very important. Any contact between
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC employees and customers inside or outside of normal
working hours should in no way jeopardize our professional relationship with any customer. If,
in the opinion of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC, an employee is maintaining any
kind of customer contact that is considered inappropriate, or that interferes with our professional
relationship with any customer, or is in violation of this policy, the employee may be subject to
disciplinary action, up to and including termination.
Employees are prohibited from engaging in any type of romantic/sexual relationship with
vendors, and from using any information obtained in the course of business to further a personal
or social relationship with either vendors or customers.

Employment of Relatives
It is the policy of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care to avoid the hiring, transfer or promotion
of relatives of employees into situations where the possibility of favoritism or conflicts might
exist. Accordingly, employment of relatives within the same school/department, or any other
situation where favoritism and a conflict of interest might exist, is prohibited without the written
approval of the Chief Operations Officer/Director.

Employment of Minors
Generally, all employees must be 18 years of age or older. Occasionally, students or others who
are 16 or 17 years old may be hired, typically for a work/study type of program; however, all
duties assigned must be in accordance with state licensing laws.

Immigration Law Compliance
Sweet Spirits is committed to employing only people who are legal United States citizens or
aliens legally authorized to work in the United States. We do not discriminate because of a
person's citizenship or national origin.
Because we comply with the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, every new employee
at Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC is required, as a condition of employment, to
complete the Employment Eligibility Verification Form I-9 and present documents establishing
identity and employment eligibility within three days of employment.

Conflicts of Interest
Employees have an obligation to conduct business within guidelines that prohibit actual or
potential conflicts of interest. An actual or potential conflict of interest occurs when an
employee is in a position to influence a decision that may result in a personal gain for that

employee or for a relative as a result of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC business
dealings.
The materials, products, designs, plans, ideas, and data of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care
LLC are the property of Sweet Spirits and should never be shared or given to an outside firm or
individual except with appropriate authorization from the Chief Operations Officer. Brightwheel
information needs to remain private, and must not be shared outside of work. Photos and other
personal documents are okay to upload to Brightwheel. Any improper transfer of material or
disclosure of information, even if it is not apparent that an employee has personally gained by
such action, constitutes unacceptable conduct, unless such disclosure is allowed by law (i.e.
sharing photos of children at daycare, talking about personal matters regarding other children,
etc.).
Any employee who participates in any of the above practices may be subject to disciplinary
action, up to and including discharge.

Outside Employment
Employees are expected to devote their best efforts to the interests of Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Child Care LLC and the conduct of its affairs. You may hold an outside job so long as you can
satisfactorily perform your Sweet Spirits job and the outside job does not interfere with Sweet
Spirits scheduling needs or create a conflict of interest with your Sweet Spirits job.
You may not have an outside job that is or could create a conflict of interest with Sweet Spirits.
Employment with a competing preschool or child care center is prohibited, as that constitutes a
conflict of interest. However, if employees wish to work in a different type of industry, generally
this would not constitute a conflict of interest.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC may determine that an employee's second job is
interfering with his/her position at Sweet Spirits. Factors that may be taken into consideration
include: the employee's ability to work a varied schedule (including overtime when necessary),
be on time and work their scheduled hours/days, meet demands of the classroom and children,
prepare lesson plans and implement classroom activities, and be alert to the needs of the
children, including their safety and well-being.
We hold all employees to the same performance standards and scheduling expectations
regardless of whether they have other jobs. Sweet Spirits may ask you to terminate an outside
job if we determine, at our sole discretion, that it is negatively impacting your performance or
your ability to meet our requirements, which may change over time.

Employment Categories
Employees will be notified at the time of hire of their employment classification. Thereafter,
employees' classifications will change only upon submission to Payroll of a Personnel Payroll

Advice (PPA) making that change or upon a reduction in hours resulting in a change from full to
part time. Employees are classified as follows:
Regular Employees: Employees who are regularly scheduled for full-time or part-time
positions as defined in the benefits section.
Temporary Employees: Employees who hold jobs of limited duration arising from special
projects, abnormal workloads, or emergencies. They are not eligible for all benefits. Such
employees should contact their supervisor for further information.
Substitute Employees: Employees who are not regularly scheduled and work only as needed
and as called. They are not eligible for all benefits. Such employees should contact their
supervisor for further information.
Hourly Employees: Employees who are entitled to be paid overtime according to State and
Federal guidelines.
Exempt Employees: Employees who serve in administrative, professional, or executive
positions that are paid a salary and are not covered by the overtime provisions of the wage and
hour laws and who do not receive overtime compensation.
Employees may only be designated as exempt with approval from the Director.

Personnel Files
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC keeps personnel files on all employees. The
personnel files include the job application and related hiring documents, training records,
performance documentation, salary history, and other employment records.
Personnel files are the property of Sweet Spirits. Because personnel files contain confidential
information, the only people who have access to them are employees with a legitimate business
reason.
Active employees will need to give advance notice if they wish to see their file. Only active
employees may review their file when a representative of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care
LLC is also present.
Failure to complete the necessary forms required of all new or existing employees as well as
other Sweet Spirits forms that require an employee signature may be grounds for dismissal.

Employment Reference Checks
To ensure that individuals who join Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC are well qualified
and have a strong potential to be productive and successful, it is the policy of Sweet Spirits to

check the employment references of all applicants.
Supervisors will respond to all reference check inquiries from other employers or outside entities
in accordance with the Reference Check Policy in the Policies and Procedures Manual.

Change of Employee Information
It is the employee’s responsibility to immediately advise the supervisor of any change in the
employee’s personal information such as telephone, address or name. This is very important to
ensure accurate benefits and payroll records. Supervisors must immediately submit a Personnel
Payroll Advice to the payroll department indicating any such changes.
Temporary Change in Employee Status: If an employee assumes a position temporarily, the
employee’s benefits level will remain at the level of the prior permanent assignment regardless of
the status of the temporary assignment. For example, if a Preschool Manager assumes an acting
Campus Director position while the Campus Director is on approved leave, the Preschool
Manager’s benefits level will not change during the temporary assignment.

Introductory Period
All employees shall be in an introductory period for 90 calendar days. This is a period of trial
and examination during which both the employer and employee judge how the employment
arrangement is working out. If, during the introductory period, either the employer or the
employee is not satisfied with the employment arrangement, either party is free to terminate the
arrangement with or without notice. Completion of the introductory period does not alter the
at-will nature of your employment with Sweet Spirits and does not indicate any right to a
compensation adjustment.
A new introductory period will be initiated upon an employee’s change in job position.

Employment Applications
All employees and applicants are required to fully and accurately complete a Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Child Care LLC application at or before the time of hire. If Sweet Spirits discovers,
at any time, that your credentials, application, resume or other significant information was
misrepresented, you may be terminated.

Performance Evaluation
Performance reviews give employees an opportunity to assess how they have progressed in their
work. Performance reviews also provide a good opportunity to discuss mutual goals for the
future.

Generally, performance is usually reviewed annually and possibly more often at the discretion of
the Manager. Both verbal and/or written performance reviews may be used on an ongoing basis
to evaluate performance, identify areas of needed improvement, and delineate performance
expectations and remedial plans.
Attendance records will be one of several factors reviewed in performance evaluations and in
any decisions with regard to promotion and/or transfer within Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child
Care LLC. Performance reviews may or may not be associated with any wage adjustment based
on Sweet Spirits policy and the discretion of the employee’s supervisor.
Wage Reviews - Wages, and reviews are typically performed every three months, a larger review
based on an employee’s anniversary date or from the last wage change the employee received
will take place as well. Increases will be based on several factors including, but not limited to,
job performance, attendance, punctuality, safety, continued training and education, leadership
abilities, positive attitude, and willingness to accept additional responsibilities. The Area
Manager must approve all increases in school staff wages. Wage increases are not automatically
guaranteed and are not effective until approved by the appropriate Manager(s)/Director. All
compensation adjustments will be made at the sole discretion of Sweet Spirits on a 2%-5%
increase depending on performance.
No employee is authorized to offer any bonuses to employees without the written approval of the
Supervisor unless the bonus is part of an approved bonus plan such as the employee referral
bonus.
Offering an unauthorized bonus or condoning an exception to our standard employment policies
may result in disciplinary action, up to and including discharge.

Salary Administration
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC utilizes a salary administration program/accountant
to assist us in offering competitive salaries within our labor market, to ensure consistent pay
practices, maintain compliance with federal and state laws, and to support of our commitment to
Equal Employment Opportunity.
We strive to pay equitable wages that are based on the requirements and responsibilities of each
job. We also try to pay wages that are comparable to the wages paid to employees in similar jobs
in other organizations in the area.
Compensation for each job is based on several factors. The factors include the essential duties
and responsibilities of the job and salary survey data (how other employers pay their employees).
We periodically review our salary administration program and change it as necessary.
If you have a question about compensation in your area or for your job, talk with your
supervisor.

Pre-Employment Requirements
All field-based employees must comply with state requirements such as, but not limited to,
fingerprinting, Child Abuse Registry, Criminal Records Check, tuberculin tests, First Aid/CPR,
and physician's reports. Further, a verification of fitness for duty may be requested. Some
positions at Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC may require pre-employment and
random drug testing. All employees are subject to probable cause drug or alcohol testing.
Employees are also required to provide official transcripts to verify educational levels, units
earned or in-service hours. If Sweet Spirits is not required by state regulations or otherwise to
pay for these items, any cost of these requirements is the responsibility of the employee unless
otherwise determined and decided about in writing.
These requirements, along with all new hire forms, must be completed prior to beginning
employment, and the information must be submitted to your supervisor. If all such required
forms are not received by the end of the first pay period, the employee may be terminated.

Promotions
It is the practice of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC , where possible, to promote
qualified personnel from within the organization. Notwithstanding this practice, Sweet Spirits
reserves the right to fill any available position with the individual considered in Sweet Spirits
sole discretion to be the most qualified applicant for a position, whether or not such person
works for Sweet Spirits already, and regardless of whether a current employee applies for the
available job.

Training
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC offers and can direct employees to a mulititude of
training opportunities online or within the community that will assist employees in fulfilling their
professional development plans or otherwise satisfy state mandated training obligations.
Although attendance at a Sweet Spirits training session may satisfy state mandated continuing
education obligations, attendance is completely voluntary unless otherwise specified, and
employees may choose to satisfy any state continuing education or training obligations
independently of Sweet Spirits.
Generally, time spent at training is not compensable if all of the following apply:
a) attendance is not required by Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC ;
b) no productive work that benefits Sweet Spirits is performed at the session;
c) the subject matter is of general applicability to child care, education, or management,
and enhances the employee’s general professional skills rather than any unique skills for
working at a Sweet Spirits (although examples used in the training may focus on
incidents in the school); and
d) training is held outside of regularly scheduled hours.

**Meetings relating to the school business are compensable when staff are required to attend.**

Employee Benefits
Sweet Spirits provides many benefits to eligible employees. Some benefits are required by law
and cover all employees. The legally required benefits include Social Security, workers'
compensation, and unemployment insurance.
Several factors including, but not limited to your employment classification (i.e. part-time or
full-time) determine if you are eligible for a particular benefits. If you have questions about
which benefits you are eligible for, please contact your supervisor.
Definitions:
Full-time staff: Employees who are regularly scheduled and work a minimum of 35 hours per
week on a continuing basis.
Part-time staff: Employees who are regularly scheduled and work less than 35 hours per week
on a continuing basis.
Employee status will immediately be changed if the employee’s scheduled hours differ from the
requirements of the employee’s current status and the supervisor submits a Personnel Payroll
Advice. In addition, employee status may also be changed from full-time to part-time if an
employee who is classified as full-time works less than an average of 35 hours per week in the
preceding quarter.
The supervisor will be notified by the Accounting Department of the employee’s change in
status. The employee should be notified of the change by the Supervisor/Director.
This employee handbook contains policies describing many of the benefit programs. More
information regarding certain benefit programs can sometimes be found in additional documents
such as the Summary Plan Description.
The following benefit programs are available to eligible employees:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bereavement Leave
Child Care Discounts
Dental Cleaning
Educational Assistance
Health Insurance Stipend
Paid Holidays
Jury Duty Leave
Long-Term Disability
Medical Leave
Short-Term Disability
Sick Leave
Vacation - DOES NOT ROLL OVER

*

Vision Care Check-up (not included)

Many benefits are offered at no cost to employees although some benefits require that an
employee pay a portion or all of the costs associated with a particular benefit.

Vacation Benefits
Sweet Spirits offers vacation time off with pay to part-time and full-time employees. The amount
of paid vacation time you receive each year depends on how long you have worked for the
school and whether you are a full-time or part-time employee. Vacation accrues according to the
following schedule for employees.
Salaried and Hourly Full-Time Employees
* Accrue 3.08 hours of vacation per pay period, which equals 80 hours per year. After 6
months of continuous service, up to 40 hours of vacation time may be taken or (5 normal
working days.)
* After 5 years of continuous service, employees earn 120 hours of vacation.
* After 10 years of continuous service, employees earn 160 hours of vacation.
Hourly Part-Time Employees
* Accrue .77 hours of vacation per pay period, which equals 20 hours per year. After 6 months
of continuous service, accrued vacation may be taken.
* After 5 years of continuous service, employees earn 80 hours of vacation
* After 10 years of continuous service, employees earn 120 hours of vacation.
A written request must be submitted to your supervisor at least “2 weeks in advance” so that
ample time is available to consider staffing needs. While every effort is made to approve
vacation requests, adequate staffing must be maintained to meet ratios. Approval of requests is
on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Unused vacation time can be carried over from year to year, up to a maximum of 4 weeks. It is
the responsibility of the supervisor and accountant to closely monitor the reporting of vacation
time used for all employees using excel.
If an employee resigns and has worked for Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC for “at least
9 months,” s/he/they will be paid for unused, accrued vacation time on the final paycheck,
provided a full two-week notice is given and fully worked. Any employee late or taking vacation
and/or sick time during a two-week notice forfeits all unused, accrued vacation pay.
Employees who are terminated from Sweet Spirits forfeit all unused accrued vacation time.
Vacation benefits will not accrue while an employee is on an unpaid leave of absence in relation
to disciplinary action.

Sick Leave Benefits
While staff dependability is essential to provide quality care, we recognize that medical issues
may prevent employees from coming to work from time to time. Sick leave for eligible full-time
employees is available strictly for your personal illness, personal doctor’s appointments and
other personal medical treatments. Sick leave cannot be used when you require time off to care
for a family member, or to take a family member to the doctor.
Sick leave for:
○ 0 to 2 years of service includes 3 sicks days
○ 2 to 4 years of service includes another week
○ 4 or more years of service, up to a maximum of 40 hours per year for both
full-time salaried and hourly employees.
○ Salaried employees can use sick time as it is earned
○ Hourly employees can use sick time after 6 months of full-time continuous
employment.
○ Unused sick leave can be accumulated from year to year.
You must submit scheduled sick leave requests (medical, dental or vision appointments,
scheduled therapy, etc.) to your supervisor at least 2 weeks in advance so adequate coverage of
the workplace can be maintained.
At the discretion of your supervisor, you may be required to provide a doctor’s note documenting
your need for sick leave.
Unscheduled sick leave taken on the day preceding or following a holiday may result in
forfeiture of holiday pay. See Holiday Pay guidelines for additional information.
At no time is sick leave paid given out to any employees when employment is terminated.
Call-In Procedures When You or Others are Sick

Employees who are unable to report to work due to personal or family illness or injury must
contact their supervisor/director directly before their shift starts, if possible, or no later than one
hour after the school opens. If an employee becomes sick during the day or is injured on the job,
the employee must inform the supervisor/director before leaving the school. Failure to follow
these procedures will result in disciplinary action up and including but not limited to termination.
You must contact your supervisor directly on each additional day of absence. If you are absent
for three or more consecutive days due to illness or injury, you must give us a doctor's statement
that states you are ill or injured, when it began, and when you should be able to return to work.

Child Care Benefits
Sweet Spirits provides eligible employees with a discount on childcare costs when attending

Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care. Staff may utilize Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care llc
for childcare on a space available basis. Children may not be assigned to their parent's classroom
every day. Employees are required to make their payments directly to the school and on the same
schedule as required of all other parents. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care reserves the right
to immediately disenroll any staff child when tuition payments and/or any required registration
fees are not current.
The child care discount is offered to all levels of full-time and part-time hourly and salaried staff.
The discount is based on the employee’s position and tenure as outlined below.
Eligible hourly staff:
0 to 2 years of service
2 to 4 years of service
4 or more years of service
With children 18 months and younger

25% discount*
35% discount*
45% discount*
25% discount*

*Discounts apply to the oldest children only. If three are enrolled, two eldest discounted.
Master Teachers/Preschool Manager/School-Age Managers/Maintenance staff:
0 to 2 years of service
50% discount*
2 to 4 years of service
75% discount*
4 or more years of service
80% discount*
With children 15 months and younger
50% discount*
*Discounts apply to the two oldest children only. (Children of Master Teachers currently enrolled
and receiving previously offered discount are grandfathered, so there is no reduction in the level
of discount.) When was the previous discount in place – can we take this sentence out now
(children would have graduated out of school?
Managers/Campus Directors/Education Specialists/Area Office Managers/Home Office
Managers:
From date of hire
100% discount
With children 15 months and younger
80% discount
Discount of 100% applies to 2 youngest children (with exception of children 15 months and
younger, which is a maximum of 80%). If there are more than 2 children, the older children
receive a maximum of 50% discount.
This discount applies only to tuition for active employees, for the period that the child is
enrolled, not to exceed the employee’s work schedule at Sweet Spirits. Tuition is determined by
using the published rate schedule for the school, based on the child’s planned attendance and if
the employee if full or part-time. All other requirements for enrollment apply including the
annual application fee at no discount. Employees using accrued vacation or sick time may bring
their child to the center at the discounted rate, not to exceed the child’s normal attendance.
Employees on a leave of absence are not eligible for the discount during the leave.

Employees who owe two weeks or more tuition are required to immediately find alternative care
for their child/ren. The employee is responsible in full for all ancillary fees, late fees, NSF fees,
activity fees, and other fees; those fees are not given to employees at a discounted rate. The staff
member must be the parent or legal guardian of the child. Nieces, nephews, grandchildren,
siblings, or any other relatives are not eligible for the discount.
Do we want to do anything like this?!?!?!
No more than 10 percent of any group (rounded up to the next child) may consist of children of
employees. In the event it is determined that more than 10% of a classroom consists of children
of employees, then the last child(ren) enrolled will be either transferred to an eligible school,
dis-enrolled or required to pay full tuition. Except with written approval from the supervisor, the
child care benefit is only available to the employee during hours worked, (i.e., children of
employees may not use the school on vacation days, sick days, leaves of absence, or times other
than the employee’s scheduled hours without payment in full).
Employees with children enrolled at a Sweet Spirits school have the same rights and
responsibilities of all families enrolled at the school and are subject to disenrollment at the sole
discretion of Sweet Spirits according to the same policies that apply to other enrolled children.
One full (30) days is required in the event our services are no longer needed. In assuming this
responsibility, the employee must be certain that any company information remains confidential.
No employee can serve in any school-designated or elected parent positions at the school where
the child is enrolled.
Sweet Spirits reserves the right in its sole discretion to require the immediate disenrollment of
any child, grandchild or other relative of an employee upon termination of the employment
relationship with Sweet Spirits.

Holidays
Sweet Spirits generally follows the Teton County School District calendar for breaks (excluding
summer break - Sweet Spirits stays open year round) and gives time off to employees on the
following holidays:
●
●
●
●

Memorial Day (last Monday in May)
Independence Day (July 4)
Labor Day (first Monday in September)
Thanksgiving Break (Includes the day before and the day after Thanksgiving;
Thanksgiving falls on the fourth Thursday in November)
● Christmas Break (December 24 thru January 1st)
● Spring Break (March 25th thru April 5th)
● President’s Day – (February 18th) for paid in-service training for employees and
managers. All staff is required to attend the full day of training in order to be paid. If a
holiday falls on a Saturday, we will be closed the preceding Friday. If an observed

holiday falls on a Sunday, we will be closed the following Monday.
Full-time employees are eligible for holiday pay for the 6 holidays listed above, after 90
consecutive days of full-time employment. An employee is not eligible for holiday pay while on
a leave of absence the day before or after a holiday.
If you are eligible, your holiday pay will be calculated at your straight-time pay rate as of that
holiday multiplied by the number of hours you would normally have worked that day.
To receive holiday pay, you must work your last scheduled day before a holiday and your first
scheduled day after a holiday. There are limited situations in which employees do not work the
required days, but would still be eligible for holiday pay.
*

If you are not scheduled to work the day before and/or the day after a holiday, due to reduced
staffing needs during those times. You must still work your last scheduled day before the
holiday and the first scheduled day after the holiday.

*

If a holiday falls during an approved vacation period. You still must work your last scheduled
day before the vacation or holiday and the first scheduled after the vacation or holiday.

*

If you are on approved sick leave (medical, dental, vision appointments) for your last
scheduled day before the holiday or the first scheduled day after the holiday. Sick leave
requests must be submitted to your supervisor for approval at least 2 weeks in advance.

*

If you cannot work your last scheduled day before a holiday or first scheduled day after a
holiday due to unanticipated illness/injury (including those that are work-related). You must
submit a doctor’s note confirming you were unable to work in order to receive holiday pay.

All exceptions noted above require the Director’s approval prior to submitting hours to the
Payroll department.
Holiday paid time off is not considered “hours worked” for purposes of calculating overtime.

Bereavement Leave
Sweet Spirits provides three days of paid bereavement leave to full-time employees who need to
take time off because an immediate family member died. To request bereavement leave, see your
supervisor.
We normally will give you bereavement leave unless there are business reasons that requires you
be at work. With your supervisor's approval, you can use any available paid leave benefits you
have, such as vacation, if you need more time off.
For bereavement leave, "immediate family" means your spouse, domestic partner, parent
step-parent, child, sibling; your spouse's parent, child, sibling; your child's spouse; your

grandparent or your grandchild.

Jury Duty
Sweet Spirits encourages you to fulfill your civic responsibilities by serving jury duty if you
receive a summons. Employees will be paid their regular wages for up to 10 day in a 1 year
period of time. Upon completion of jury duty, a Juror Service Certificate or attendance slip must
be submitted to your Supervisor. No employee will be penalized for serving as a juror. The
employee may keep the jury duty fee.
If you are eligible for Sweet Spirits paid jury duty benefit, you will be paid at your base rate of
pay for the number of hours you would normally have worked that day.
If you remain on jury duty longer than paid jury duty allows, you may use any available accrued
vacation in order to be paid for the additional jury duty leave.
An employee must inform their supervisor of jury duty and provide a copy of the jury duty
summons as soon as it is received so that the supervisor may make arrangements to
accommodate the absence. Employees are expected to report for work as the court schedule
permits.
Nothing in this policy is intended to conflict with provisions of federal and state law. If there is
any conflict, the provision of federal or state law will apply.

Witness Duty
If an employee is subpoenaed as a witness due to a job-related event, he/she will receive paid
time off for the period of witness duty. Examples of this might be testifying at unemployment
compensation hearings, custody proceedings related to a current or former Sweet Spirits student,
and any Sweet Spirits court proceedings.
If the witness duty request is not work-related, you will be granted unpaid time off. You may use
available vacation time for the period of the absence.
Please notify your supervisor as soon as possible if you are required to be a witness for a court
proceeding; you must provide your supervisor with a copy of the subpoena. Employees are
expected to report for work whenever the court schedule permits.

Voting
If you are unable to vote in local, state or national elections during your non-working hours,
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC will grant up to two hours of unpaid time off to vote.
You should request time off to vote from your supervisor at least two working days prior to

election day so the time off can be scheduled and work duty coverage can be arranged. When
state laws are more restrictive to the employer, then state laws will apply.

Insurance Benefits
As part of Sweet Spirits commitment to provide employees with a competitive compensation
package, we are investigating offering a variety of insurance benefit choices to help you meet
your individual benefit needs. These insurance benefits include medical, dental, vision, life
insurance, accidental death and dismemberment, short-term disability and long-term disability.
We believe it’s important to protect the health and welfare of you and your family, which is why
we’ve designed a comprehensive insurance benefits plan. To assist you in making your benefit
selections, you will be provided with a benefits brochure that highlights the various plan options,
explains your eligibility for each plan and describes the actual enrollment procedures.
Please note that it is your responsibility to review and understand the insurance benefits being
offered to you. Questions about the insurance benefits can be directed to the Human Resources
department.
Annual Open Enrollment
Our benefit plan year is typically January 1 through December 31, and our annual open
enrollment is held each year during the last quarter of the year.
New Hires
Full-time (35 hours per week) eligible employees have 90 days from their date of hire to enroll in
the insurance plans. IMPORTANT NOTE: Employees who do not enroll within 90 days of
their hire date must wait until the annual open enrollment period to elect benefits.
Life Change Event
The insurance benefits you elect remain in effect until the next open enrollment period, unless
you experience a “life change event” that impacts your coverage. Life Change Events are
defined as:
∙ marriage
∙ divorce
∙ death of a spouse or dependent
∙ birth
∙ adoption
∙ change in dependent eligibility
∙ switch from full-time to part-time employment and vice versa by the employee or spouse
∙ begin or return from certain unpaid leaves of absence
∙ loss of coverage through a spouse

If you experience one of these events, you may be able to adjust your coverage as a result of the
life change event. IMPORTANT NOTE: You have 30 days from the date of the life change
event to make changes to your coverage. Employees who do enroll to make coverage changes
within 30 days of the life change event must wait until the annual open enrollment period.
Our health insurance plan offers medical and dental benefits to full-time regular employees and
their dependents. Eligible employees can enroll in the health insurance plan subject to the terms
and conditions of the agreement between Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC and its
insurance carrier.
If you are enrolled in the health insurance plan and change to an employment classification that
would make you no longer eligible, you may be able to continue your health care benefits under
the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). See the COBRA Policy in this
handbook for more information.
There are more details about our health insurance plan in the Summary Plan Description (SPD).
When you become eligible for health insurance, you will receive a benefits guide and rate
information. If you have questions about our health insurance plan, contact the director for more
information.

COBRA
In accordance with the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA),
eligible employees and dependents are entitled to continue group health plan coverage upon the
occurrence of certain qualifying events, such as separation of employment. These benefits are
offered at the current group rates, plus administrative costs paid to the company. For more
information on COBRA, please contact the Human Resources department or refer to your
insurance Plan Document.
When you become eligible for our health insurance plan, we will give you a written notice
describing your COBRA rights. Because the notice contains important information about your
rights and what to do if you need COBRA, be sure to read it carefully.

HIPAA Privacy Notice
The HIPAA Privacy Notice describes how your medical information may be used, disclosed and
accessed if you are a participant in a Spirits Preschool & Child Care sponsored health plan. The
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), and the rules to carry out
this law (Privacy Rules), require health plans to notify participants and beneficiaries about the
policies and practices the plan has adopted to protect the confidentiality of health information.
Please refer to the Appendix at the end of this handbook to read the full notice regarding how
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Child Care LLC is protecting the confidentiality of your information.

Educational Assistance
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC offers an educational assistance program to encourage
employees to maintain and improve their job-related skills through formal education.
Active full-time employees who have completed their 90 day Introductory Period are eligible to
participate in the plan. Employees must still be classified as active and full-time at the time of
course completion.
Employees on performance-related probation are not eligible to apply for Educational
Assistance, nor are employees who have transferred to a new position and are still within their 90
day Introductory Period.
Eligible employees may be reimbursed only for courses of study that Sweet Spirits determines
are directly related to the employee’s present job or that will enhance the employee’s potential
for advancement to a position within Sweet Spirits and to which the employee has a reasonable
expectation of advancing. Further, only courses offered by approved institutions of learning will
be eligible for reimbursement.
For school staff, courses of study will typically be limited to degree programs designed to meet
the NAEYC staff qualifications criteria; these include programs in early childhood education,
child development and family studies, early childhood special education or elementary education
that encompasses development and learning of children birth through kindergarten. Courses
listed on an employee’s approved Professional Development Plan will typically be eligible for
reimbursement.
Employee reimbursement for eligible educational assistance will be at the rate of 80% of the cost
of tuition only (does not include textbooks, registration, laboratory or library fees or other
miscellaneous fees or costs). Employee reimbursement in one calendar year cannot exceed
$200.00.
Employees must make a grade of “C” or better in order to be reimbursed. For pass-fail courses,
employees must pass the course. Employees who do not complete courses will not be
reimbursed.
Employees who receive reimbursement from any outside sources (e.g., scholarships) may still
receive reimbursement from Sweet Spirits. However the total of the amounts reimbursed by
Sweet Spirits and those reimbursed or paid by other sources may not exceed 100% of the
employee’s cost of tuition.
Within 30 days of course completion, employees must submit to the director a copy of their
approved Educational Assistance Request Form, a certified transcript of their grades and receipts
for the tuition expenses incurred, and another copy must be submitted to Stars of Wyoming.
Employees who voluntarily resign or are terminated during the course dates will not be
reimbursed.

Employees must agree in writing to repay Sweet Spirits in full if they leave the company
voluntarily or are terminated within one year from the date of reimbursement. Payment will be
taken from the last paycheck(s) and/or employees will have to provide Sweet Spirits with a
money order/cashier’s check at the time of resignation/termination.
Employees are expected to schedule class attendance and completion of study assignments
outside of their regular working hours. It is expected that educational activities will not interfere
with the employee’s work; unsatisfactory job performance during enrollment may result in
forfeiture of educational assistance and termination of employment
If Sweet Spirits determines that it will exceed its yearly budget for educational assistance, it may,
at its discretion, cease accepting new requests for educational assistance.
While Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC hopes that its educational assistance program
will assist employees' development of their skills, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC
makes no representations, express or implied, that additional education will result in promotions,
new job assignments, or pay increases. Nothing in this section alters the at-will nature of your
employment with Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC .
CDA Credential
Eligible employees interested in applying for their CDA credential must first complete all CDA
documentation and education requirements. The cost of the $325.00 CDA Assessment fee will
be paid as follows:
● The employee will pay $150.00 at the time he/she requests the verification visit/local
assessment team meeting.
● Sweet Spirits will pay the remaining $175.00 toward the cost of the Assessment fee.
● The cost of the $50.00 recertification fee will be paid as follows:
● The employee will pay $30.00 at the time he/she requests recertification.
● Sweet Spirits will pay $20.00 at the time the employee requests recertification.
The employee must sign an Agreement to Reimburse stating s/he will reimburse Sweet Spirits
for its portion of the Assessment Fee if the employee voluntarily resigns or is terminated from
employment within one year of receiving the CDA credential .
If the employee is denied credentialing, he/she agrees to reimburse Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC for the $175.00 paid on his/her behalf.
If the employee is denied recertification, he/she agrees to reimburse Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC for the $20.00 paid on his/her behalf.

401(k) Savings Plan
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC offers a 401(k) savings plan to help eligible employees

save for the future and their retirement years. The 401(k) savings plan allows you to contribute a
part of your compensation to Sweet Spirits sponsored savings plan on a pre-tax basis. This
enables you to tailor your own retirement package to meet your individual needs.
Because the contribution to a 401(k) plan is automatically deducted from the employee's pay
before federal and state tax withholdings are calculated, the employee saves tax dollars by
having the current taxable amount reduced. While the amounts deducted generally will be taxed
when they are eventually distributed, favorable tax rules typically apply to 401(k) deductions.
To be eligible to join our 401(k) savings plan, you must complete 6 months of service and be 21
years of age or older. Employees can contribute, on a pre-tax basis, 1% to 15% of their
compensation, up to the government imposed maximum per calendar year. Sweet Spirits will
contribute 24 cents for every one dollar you contribute, up to 4% of your pay.
You are always 100% vested in your pre-tax contributions, as well as any amounts you roll over
to the plan. Sweet Spirits contributions to the plan plus any earnings they generate are vested at
100% once you complete 2 years of service.
Detailed information will be sent to you in the first month you become eligible. Information may
also be obtained from the Payroll department.

Leaves of Absence
A leave of absence may be granted for employees who encounter special circumstances which
require unpaid time away from work.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC provides several types of leaves of absence: Family
and Medical Leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act of l993 (FMLA); Personal Leave;
Military Leave; Worker's Compensation Leave.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC will comply with the provisions of the FMLA, the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), all state laws regarding leaves of absences, and all state
worker's compensation laws.
FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE (FMLA)
Eligible employees may be granted an FMLA Leave of Absence for one or more of the following
reasons:
○
○
○
○

Birth of their child;
Placement of a child for adoption or foster care;
Care of their child, spouse or parent who has a "serious health condition";*
The employee's own "serious health condition".* **

● A "serious health condition" generally includes any condition that involves either
inpatient care or continuing treatment as certified by a healthcare provider.
● A leave of absence request that involves a "serious health condition" caused by a
work-related injury will be designated as both FMLA Leave and Worker's Compensation
● Leave, if the employee is eligible for FMLA Leave.
Employee Eligibility/Length of Leave
Employees with at least 12 months of service and at least 1250 hours of service are eligible for
up to 12 weeks of unpaid FMLA Leave in a 12 month period of time. This 12 month period of
time begins on the date the employee first uses FMLA Leave.
All leaves for the birth or placement of a child must be taken and concluded within 12 months of
the birth or placement.
If a husband and wife are both employed by Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC , they are
entitled to a combined leave of 12 weeks for birth, placement of a child, or to care for a parent.
However, for leaves related to the serious health condition of the employee, spouse or child, each
spouse may take up to 12 weeks.
Intermittent/Reduced Work Schedule
Family and Medical Leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced work schedule when
medically necessary. However, intermittent or a reduced work schedule leave for the birth or
placement of a child is not allowed. When medical necessity dictates intermittent or reduced
hours, the FMLA leave must be scheduled, insofar as possible, to minimize disruption to the
employee’s work schedule and assignments. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC may
reassign the employee to another position having equivalent pay and benefits if it will better
accommodate the employee’s recurring absences for intermittent or reduced hours.
Notice
Employees who want to take FMLA Leave must provide their supervisor at least 30 days notice
if the leave is foreseeable. Failure to provide a 30-day notice for foreseeable leaves may result in
a 30-day delay in the start of the leave. If the leave is not foreseeable, the employee should give
as much notice as is practicable.
Where there are foreseeable changes in circumstances that require either an extension of the
leave or an intention to return to work early, employees must give their supervisors reasonable
notice (i.e. at least two business days).

Certification
Employees requesting leave for the serious health condition of themselves, their spouse, child or
parent must provide written medical certification by a healthcare provider. Medical certification
must be provided within 15 days after Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC requests it to
substantiate the existence of a condition requiring FMLA Leave. If the employee is using FMLA
for his/her own care/condition, the health care provider must certify the date on which the
condition commenced, the probable duration of the condition and that the employee cannot
perform the essential functions of the job. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC may
request, at its own expense, a second or third opinion on certification. In addition, Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Childcare LLC may require the employee to provide recertification of the serious
health condition at reasonable intervals, but not more often than every 30 days. Failure to
provide required certification may delay approval of leave or justify denial of leave.
When requesting FMLA Leave, employees must specify a return to work date and that their
intent is indeed to return to work.
Employees returning to work following their own serious health condition must provide a
fitness-for-duty certification from their health care provider at the conclusion of the FMLA
Leave.
Benefits During FMLA
Seniority will continue to accrue during FMLA; however, Vacation and Sick Leave do not accrue
during periods of unpaid leave.
Employees must use any earned Vacation and Sick Leave time at the beginning of their FMLA
Leave; however, employees are allowed to retain or hold up to a maximum of 5 Vacation or Sick
days combined, if they so choose. Vacation and Sick Leave will be paid out based on the
employee’s regular work schedule. For example, an employee with 80 hours of Vacation that
typically works 40 hours a week will be paid 80 hours of Vacation pay for the first two weeks of
the leave. Vacation and Sick Leave cannot be spread out over the length of the leave (e.g., a 40
hour-per-week employee with 80 hours of VIP cannot request to get paid 20 hours per week for 4
weeks). Using Vacation or Sick Leave will not extend FMLA Leave beyond 12 weeks.
Group Health Benefits (medical and dental), Vision, Term Life Insurance, Accidental Death and
Dismemberment, and Short Term and Long Term Disability insurance will continue
uninterrupted for the duration of the FMLA Leave as long as the employee pays his/her share of
the applicable premiums. The employee will be sent notification of premiums owed, and if not
paid within 30 days, coverage will be canceled retroactively for the month owed. Coverage may
begin immediately upon return from leave.

Employees on FMLA Leave are eligible for the child care discount for the hours they are
normally scheduled to work. Employees are responsible for making timely payment directly to
the school providing care.
Job Restoration after FMLA
Employees returning from FMLA Leave will be reinstated to the same or equivalent position
with equivalent pay, benefits, terms and conditions. However, an employee on FMLA Leave
does not have any greater right to reinstatement or to other benefits and conditions of
employment than if the employee had been continuously working during the FMLA leave
period.
Failure to Return to Work from FMLA
An employee's failure to return to work on the day scheduled following FMLA leave will be
treated as a voluntary resignation.
Group Health Benefits, Vision, Term Life Insurance, Accidental Death and Dismemberment,
Short Term and Long Term Disability insurance will cease at the end of the month in which
employment termination occurs.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC will recover premiums it paid to maintain
health/benefits coverage for an employee if the employee fails to return to work from FMLA
Leave (other than for reasons beyond his/her control). Employees must return to work for at
least 30 days in order to not be liable for Sweet Spirits portion of all insurance premiums.
Highly Compensated Key Employees
Certain highly compensated key employees may be denied reinstatement following an FMLA
leave if their reinstatement would cause "substantial and grievous economic injury" to Sweet
Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC ’s operations. A key employee is a salaried eligible employee
who is among the highest paid ten percent of employees within 75 miles of the worksite.
Employees will be notified of their status as a key employee, when applicable, after they request
FMLA Leave.
Exempt Level Employees
Exempt employees who use FMLA or other LOA’s that require working less than a full-time
schedule will be subject to the following: If the health care provider requires the employee to
work a reduced schedule, the supervisor must confirm the hours that can be worked with the
health care provider. The exempt employee’s status will be changed from salaried exempt to
hourly while the employee is on intermittent/reduced work schedule FMLA. The exempt
employee will be paid for actual time worked, including overtime as determined by applicable
state law. When the employee returns to full duties, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC

may return the employee to salaried exempt status. Benefits will not be reduced as a result of the
change of status.
Miscellaneous
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC has the authority and responsibility to take all steps
necessary to administer the FMLA policy, including deciding which absences from work will be
charged to FMLA leave time and notifying the employee of this decision. Charging time against
an employee’s FMLA leave entitlement is not at the discretion of the employee. To the extent
consistent with applicable law, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC has the responsibility
to interpret this policy and decide any issue not expressly addressed by it. Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Childcare LLC may also, from time to time, and at any time change this policy.
Nothing in the FMLA exempts employees from the application of any other Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Childcare LLC policies, i.e., while on FMLA leave, employees remain subject to
all changes that may occur in Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC ’s health insurance plan,
and are subject to all other employment related policies of general applicability, including
layoffs.
PERSONAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE
All full-time (35 hours per week) employees who have worked a minimum of 12 months may be
eligible for a Personal Leave of Absence. This type of leave shall be approved solely at the
discretion of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC . Generally, this leave may be used if
you need additional time off due to the death of a family member, or if you will be out of the
state or country for a substantial block of time for personal reasons.
Employees who will be absent for five or more consecutive working days must apply for a
Personal Leave of Absence. Up to 4 weeks may be granted. If an employee must be away from
work for reasons other than those covered by the FMLA, s/he must submit a request in writing,
which needs approval from 2 levels of supervision. Employees must give their supervisor as
much notice as possible prior to requesting a Personal Leave of Absence.
Requests for a personal leave will be considered based on the employee’s length of service,
performance, responsibility level , the reason for the request, whether other individuals are
already on leave, and the expected impact on Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC ’s
operations.
Seniority will continue to accrue during Personal Leave; however Vacation and Sick Leave does
not accrue during periods of unpaid leave.
Employees must use any earned Vacation time at the beginning of their Personal Leave.
Vacation will be paid out based on the employee’s regular work schedule. For example, an
employee with 80 hours of Vacation time that typically works 40 hours a week will be paid 80
hours of Vacation for the first two weeks of the leave. Vacation time cannot be spread out over

the length of the leave (e.g., a 40 hour-per-week employee with 80 hours of Vacation cannot
request to get paid 20 hours per week for 4 weeks). Using Vacation time will not extend the
leave beyond 4 weeks.
Group Health Benefits (medical and dental), Vision, Term Life Insurance, Accidental Death and
Dismemberment, and Short Term and Long Term Disability insurance will continue
uninterrupted for the duration of the Personal Leave as long as the employee pays the full cost of
the applicable premiums. You should contact the director to arrange for payment of your
insurance premiums. If premiums are not paid within 30 days, coverage will be canceled
retroactively for the month owed. If coverage lapses during a Personal Leave, the employee will
be subject to late enrollment procedures before coverage will continue upon return to work; if
state law is less restrictive, then state law will be applicable.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Any time an employee is absent for five or more consecutive working
days, and is not eligible for FMLA Leave or Personal Leave, the employee's absence will be
treated as a voluntary resignation.
MILITARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
An employee requesting a Military Leave of Absence must provide a copy of the order to his/her
supervisor. The request will be approved for the period of time indicated on the military
certificate.
Reserve/National Guard - The employee must report back to work on his/her next regularly
scheduled work-shift after expiration of the last calendar day necessary for travel from military
training.
Initial Reserve Duty - The employee must report back to work within 31 days after the expiration
of the last calendar day of military training. The employee must notify his/her supervisor of the
designated date.
Full Duty - The employee must re-apply within 90 days after the expiration of active duty.
Employees on Military LOA are eligible for the child care discount for the hours they are
normally scheduled to work. The employee is responsible for making timely payment directly to
the school providing care.
WORKER'S COMPENSATION LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Employee Eligibility
All employees, regardless of length of service, are eligible for a Worker's Compensation Leave
of Absence, as long as their injury is work-related and is compensable under state worker's
compensation law.

Worker's Compensation Leaves that meet the requirements of the FMLA are not generally
designated as FMLA Leave and are not counted against the employee's 12 week annual FMLA
entitlement. If an employee requests his/her worker’s compensation leave to be further
designated as FMLA Leave (if eligible), then Sweet Spirits will count the leave toward the 12
week FMLA entitlement.
Employees on Worker's Compensation Leave may request to use their Vacation or Sick Leave for
any part of the leave that is not paid by state worker's compensation benefits.
Certification/Length of Leave
Employees on Worker's Compensation Leave must provide written medical certification by their
health care provider. Leave is granted for the length of time the health care provider certifies the
employee is unable to work due to a temporary total disability.
Employees returning to work following a work-related injury must provide a fitness-for-duty
certification from their health care provider before they can return to work.
If the employee is restricted from performing certain job duties, the health care provider must
certify what duties the employee can/cannot perform.
Modified Duty
When possible, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC will endeavor to return the employee
to work on a "modified duty" basis to accommodate any medically certified job restrictions. If
the employee is on a combined FMLA/Worker's Compensation Leave, the employee is
encouraged, but is not required, to accept modified duty during his/her 12 week FMLA
entitlement. However, the employee's refusal to accept modified duty while on FMLA Leave
may result in the loss of state worker's compensation benefits for the remainder of the leave.
Following the 12 week FMLA entitlement, the employee must accept medically certified
modified duty as a continuing condition of employment.
Benefits During Worker's Compensation Leave of Absence
Employees taking Worker's Compensation Leave will receive Group Health Benefits and other
benefits described under FMLA Leave at the same level and terms of coverage as if they had
been working throughout the leave.
Employees must pay their share of health insurance premiums while on Worker's Compensation
Leave. The employee will be sent notification of premiums owed, and if not paid within 30
days, coverage will be canceled retroactively for the month owed. Coverage may begin
immediately upon return from leave.

Employees on Worker’s Compensation LOA are eligible for the child care discount for the hours
they are normally scheduled to work. The employee is responsible for making timely payment
directly to the school providing care.
Job Restoration After Worker's Compensation Leave
Employees returning from either a Worker's Compensation Leave or a combined Worker’s
Compensation/FMLA Leave will be reinstated to the same or equivalent position with equivalent
pay, benefits, terms and conditions of employment as long as they are able to perform the
essential job functions at the end of the 12 week FMLA entitlement.
However, an employee may not be ready to return to work after 12 weeks. For an employee
returning from Worker's Compensation Leave after FMLA Leave has expired or where there is
no entitlement to FMLA, Sweet Spirits will make a reasonable effort to reinstate the employee to
the same or equivalent position with equivalent pay, benefits, terms and conditions. Factors such
as the length of the leave, the employee's health restrictions, the critical nature of the employee's
position, and whether the length of the leave presents an undue hardship on Sweet Spirits
business operations will be taken into consideration when determining if the position will be held
open for the employee. Sweet Spirits will make every effort to provide reasonable
accommodation to any employee covered under the ADA.
An employee's failure to return to work on the day scheduled following Worker's Compensation
Leave will be treated as a voluntary resignation.

Timekeeping
All hourly employees must clock in and out on the time clock in accordance with Sweet Spirits
policies using Brightwheel, our parent communication app near the front door or each classroom.
Hourly employees should clock in and then start work and clock out after they have stopped
working and also clock in and out for lunch breaks. This is important to maintain accurate time
records. Alteration of time sheet records without the initials of both the employee and
Supervisor or falsification of time sheet records is grounds for immediate termination.

Paydays
Sweet Spirits defines a workweek as beginning on Monday and ending on Sunday. You are paid
biweekly every other Friday. Each paycheck includes pay for all work performed through the end
of the previous payroll period.
● If a payday falls on a weekend or holiday, you will be paid on the last work day before
that payday.
● If you are on vacation on payday, you will get your paycheck when you return.
● Paychecks are not distributed prior to payday.
Sweet Spirits has a direct deposit program. Direct deposit means that we will deposit your pay
directly into your bank account if you authorize it. On paydays, instead of a check, you will get a
statement explaining how much you were paid and what was deposited into your bank account
via quickbooks.

Pay Advances
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC does not grant wage or salary advances to any
employee.

Pay Deductions
The law requires that Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC make certain deductions from
every employee's compensation. Among these are applicable federal, state, and local income
taxes. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC must also deduct Social Security taxes from
each employee's earnings up to a specified limit. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC
matches the amount of Social Security taxes paid by each employee.
It is your responsibility to regularly review your paycheck and understand the deductions being
withheld. If you have questions concerning deductions from your paycheck or how those
deductions were calculated, please contact the director.

Safety
Our workplace safety program is a top priority at Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC . We
want Sweet Spirits to be a safe and healthy place for employees, customers, and visitors. A
successful safety program depends on everyone being alert and committed to safety.
All employees have a responsibility to themselves, their fellow employees, Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Childcare LLC , and to the children to help in this endeavor and to follow all safety
procedures necessary to prevent accidents and injuries. Violations that endanger any employee's
or child's life, health or welfare will not be tolerated. Any unsafe condition, of which an
employee is aware, must be reported to the employee’s supervisor immediately.
All accidents or injuries, no matter how small, must be immediately reported to the employee's
supervisor and documented on the appropriate forms inside the Brightwheel app (please talk with
the director if you have any questions about the documentation or process of recording accidents
or injuries).

Vehicle Operations/Accidents
All drivers are expected to read and comply with all Vehicle Driver policies and procedures.
Failure to follow those policies can result in discipline, up to and including termination.
If an accident occurs involving a Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC vehicle or while
performing work for Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC , obtain the other driver's license
number, phone number, vehicle license number, and name of the insurance company covering
the other driver. If a police officer investigates the accident, obtain the officer’s name, police
department, and the accident report number. If there are witnesses to the accident, obtain their
names, addresses, and phone numbers. Specific forms and procedures are available in the
Policies and Procedures Manual. Traffic violations while operating a Sweet Spirits vehicle may
preclude the employee from operating a Sweet Spirits vehicle in the future and may also result in
immediate termination. Employees involved in a motor vehicle accident may be subject to a
post-accident drug test.
Employees receiving a traffic citation or fine while operating a vehicle on behalf of Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Childcare LLC are personally responsible for that penalty. Additionally, the
employee may be subject to discipline.

Hours of Work
Most Sweet Spirits sites are open about 10 hours a day. Working hours and classroom
assignments may be different according to your position. Your Supervisor will discuss your
working hours, schedule your hours and post the work schedules in advance to your email. Your
Supervisor will attempt to be flexible in scheduling your hours and classroom assignments;
however the daycare/preschool needs and maintenance of staff/child ratios must always come

first. Schedules are not guarantees that enrollment will be sufficient to allow the employee to
work all scheduled hours. Similarly, staff may be asked to remain beyond scheduled hours to
ensure appropriate supervision of children.
All employees are expected to be on time and ready to begin work at the beginning of their shift.
Meal periods and breaks will be granted and paid in accordance with applicable state laws.
With the exception of exempt employees, employees are not allowed to perform work at home or
away from the school unless specifically authorized for each occurrence by their supervisor.
Employees are not to work before or continue working after their scheduled hours unless
specifically authorized for each occurrence by their supervisor. Employees may not perform
work while on a scheduled non-paid lunch break. Attendance at Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC -sponsored functions is not compensable unless the Director has required the
employee to attend or work at the function. Employees violating these rules may be disciplined.
Employees are required to report all time worked, approved or not approved, on Brightwheel
corresponding to the pay period during which the work was performed, including time spent
working away from the school or during non-scheduled hours. Inaccurate time records are a
basis for discipline, update your supervisor as soon as a check-in needs adjusting.
Time spent traveling from home to any work site and vice versa (i.e., “commuting time”) is not
considered hours worked and, therefore, is not compensable.

Use of Phone and Mail Systems
If you make personal calls on Sweet Spirits Preschool business phones, we may require that you
pay us for any charges.
You may not use Sweet Spirits postage or metering for your personal mail. The postage is
intended only for official business-related mail.
Our telephone communications are an important reflection of our image to customers and the
community. Always use proper telephone etiquette with the manuscript next to the phone. The
following are some examples of good telephone etiquette: use the approved greeting, speak
courteously and professionally, repeat information back to the caller, and only hang up after the
caller hangs up.
Personal phones are not aloud to be used while the children are awake. Phones may be used
while on break outside the building. Personal phone calls should not interfere with direct
supervision of children in your care.

Smoking
Sweet Spirits prohibits smoking throughout the workplace.

Employees must avoid smoking at building entrances and other spots where customers enter or
congregate.

Overtime
There may be times when Sweet Spirits cannot meet its operating requirements or other needs
during regular working hours. If this happens, we may schedule employees to work overtime
hours. When possible, we will try to give you advance warning of a mandatory overtime
assignment.
It is our policy that no overtime can be worked without the approval and authorization of the
supervisor. We try to distribute overtime assignments fairly among all employees who are
qualified to perform the required work.
Nonexempt employees will receive overtime pay in accordance with federal and state wage and
hour laws. Overtime pay is based on the actual hours worked. For this reason, time off for sick
leave, vacation, holidays and other paid time off is not counted as hours worked when calculating
overtime pay.
If you refuse to work scheduled overtime or if you work overtime without first getting your
supervisor's approval, you may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including possible
termination of employment.

Use of Equipment and Vehicles
Equipment and vehicles essential in accomplishing your job duties are expensive and may be
difficult to replace. When you use Sweet Spirits property, you should be careful, perform
required maintenance, and follow all operating instructions, safety standards, and guidelines.
Tell your supervisor if any equipment, machines, tools, or vehicles appear to be damaged,
defective, or in need of repair. When you promptly report damages, defects, and the need for
repairs, you can prevent deterioration of equipment and possible injury to employees or other
people.
See your supervisor if you have questions about your responsibility for maintenance and care of
equipment or vehicles you use on the job.
The improper, careless, negligent, destructive, or unsafe use or operation of equipment or
vehicles, as well as traffic and parking violations, may result in disciplinary action, up to and
including termination of employment. Any fines incurred in the operation of Sweet Spirits
vehicles are the responsibility of the employee driving, not of Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC .

Inclement Weather/Emergency Closures
There may be situations where weather or other emergencies such as earthquakes or fires may
cause emergency closures. Supervisors do not have the authorization to close a school due to
inclement weather. The school or site will remain open in inclement weather unless there is a
state of emergency declared by a government agency, or senior Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC management advises the school to be closed. In the event of such a closure,
hourly employees are not paid for hours not worked.
Please make reasonable efforts to arrive at work on time during periods of inclement weather.
Leave yourself ample time to arrive, as adverse weather conditions may double or triple the
amount of time it takes you to get to the school. Our parents depend on us to be open our
normally scheduled hours, as many of them may be considered “essential personnel” who are
required to report to work even during inclement weather.

Mileage
Sweet Spirits reimburses for mileage on a personal vehicle used for business purposes, at the
current applicable IRS mileage rate. Business mileage is reimbursable only to the extent that the
mileage incurred exceeds the employee’s daily commuting distance.

Unauthorized Individuals on Premises
Unauthorized persons who have no business reason to be on school property are not permitted to
remain on school property. Off-duty employees are not to be on school property except to
voluntarily attend school functions. Unauthorized persons include former employees, friends,
relatives, and children of employees who are not enrolled in the school. Friends or relatives who
drop off or pick up an employee from work are not permitted to linger on school property.
Likewise, children of employees who are not enrolled at the school are neither permitted to enter
a class with enrolled children nor play on or with school equipment.

Computer and Email Usage
To help you do your job, Sweet Spiritsmay give you access to computers, computer files, the
email system, and software. You should only use a password, access a file, or retrieve stored
communication after you’ve received appropriate authorization. Computers should be used for
appropriate business purposes and are not intended for recreational or personal use during
working time. We will monitor computer and email usage, so you should not consider anything
on your computer to be for your personal use only.
In order to have a workplace that is free of harassment and sensitive to the diversity of our
employees, we do not allow employees to use computers and email in ways that are disruptive,
offensive to others, or harmful to morale. At Sweet Spirits you may not display, download, or

email sexually explicit images, messages, and cartoons. You also may not use computers and
email for ethnic slurs, racial comments, off-color jokes, or anything that another person might
take as harassment or disrespect.
You may not use email to ask other people to contribute to or to tell them about businesses
outside of Sweet Spirits, religious or political causes, outside organizations, or any other
non-business matters.
Sweet Spiritsbuys and licenses computer software for business purposes. We do not own the
copyright to this software or its documentation. Unless the software developer authorizes us, we
do not have the right to use the software on more than one computer.
You may only use software on local area networks or on multiple machines according to the
software license agreement. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC prohibits the illegal
duplication of software and its documentation.
If you know about any violations to this policy, notify the director or your supervisor.
Employees who violate this policy are subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination of employment.

Internet Usage
Sweet Spiritsmay provide you with Internet access to help you do your job. This policy explains
our guidelines for using the Internet. Internet usage is intended for job-related activities. All
Internet data that is written, sent, or received through our computer systems is part of official
Sweet Spirits records. That means that we can be legally required to show that information to
law enforcement or other parties. Therefore, you should always make sure that the business
information contained in Internet email messages and other transmissions is accurate,
appropriate, ethical, and legal. Tablets in the classroom are used for Brightwheel updates only.
The equipment, services, and technology that you use to access the Internet are the property of
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC . As such, we reserve the right to monitor how you
use the Internet. We also reserve the right to find and read any data that you write, send, or
receive through our online connections or via storage mechanisms on the computers that are part
of our computer networks and systems.
You may not write, send, read, or receive data through the Internet that contains content that
could be considered discriminatory, offensive, obscene, threatening, harassing, intimidating, or
disruptive to any employee or other person.
Examples of unacceptable content include (but are not limited to) sexual comments or images,
racial slurs, gender-specific comments, or other comments or images that could reasonably
offend someone on the basis of race, age, sex, religious or political beliefs, national origin,
disability, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic protected by law.

Before you download or copy a file from the Internet, it must be checked for viruses. All
compressed files must be checked for viruses both before and after decompression.
If you use the Internet or tablet in a way that violates the law or Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC policies, you will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination of employment. You may also be held personally liable for violating this policy.
The following are some examples of prohibited activities that violate this Internet policy:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sending or posting discriminatory, harassing, or threatening messages or images
Using the organization's time and resources for personal gain
Stealing, using, or disclosing someone else's code or password without authorization
Copying, pirating, or downloading software and electronic files without permission
Sending or posting confidential material, trade secrets, or proprietary information outside
of the organization
Violating copyright law
Failing to observe licensing agreements
Engaging in unauthorized transactions that may incur a cost to the organization or initiate
unwanted Internet services and transmissions
Sending or posting messages or material that could damage the organization's image or
reputation
Participating in the viewing or exchange of pornography or obscene materials
Sending or posting messages that defame or slander other individuals
Attempting to break into the computer system of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare
LLC , another organization or person
Refusing to cooperate with a security investigation
Sending or posting chain letters, solicitations, or advertisements not related to business
purposes or activities
Using the Internet for political causes or activities, religious activities, or any sort of
gambling
Jeopardizing the security of the organization's electronic communications systems
Sending or posting messages that disparage another organization's products or services
Passing off personal views as representing those of the organization
Sending anonymous email messages
Engaging in any other illegal activities

Workplace Monitoring
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC may conduct workplace monitoring to help ensure
quality control, employee safety, security, and customer satisfaction.
Employees who regularly communicate with customers may have their telephone conversations
monitored or recorded.
All computer equipment, tablets, services, or technology that we furnish you are the property of

Sweet Spirits. We reserve the right to monitor computer activities and data that is stored in our
computer systems. We also reserve the right to find and read any data that you write, send, or
receive by computer.
We may perform video surveillance of non-private workplace areas. We may use video
monitoring to identify safety concerns, maintain quality control, detect theft and misconduct, and
discourage and prevent harassment and workplace violence. There is no expectation of privacy
while on Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC premises.

Workplace Violence
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC values a supportive and harmonious work
environment. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC will not tolerate any type of threat,
verbal or otherwise, that occurs in the workplace. A threat includes but is not limited to, any
statement or action by an individual that indicates intent to cause present and/or future danger to
either:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC
A parent or child
Another employee
A friend or relative of an employee or parent
A contractor or vendor
The property of any of the persons listed above

All employees have the responsibility to report any type of threatening statements or actions to
their supervisor or the director. The director and related management should promptly
investigate any reports of such behavior and take the appropriate corrective action.
Specific examples of conduct which may be considered threats or acts of violence include, but
are not limited to, the following:
1. Hitting or shoving an individual.
2. Threatening an individual or his/her family, friends, associates, or property with harm.
3. Intentional destruction or threatening to destroy Sweet Spirits property.
4. Making harassing or threatening phone calls.
5. Harassing surveillance or stalking (following or watching someone).
6. Unauthorized possession or inappropriate use of firearms or weapons.
Sweet Spirits prohibition against threats and acts of violence applies to all persons involved in
Sweet Spirits operation, including but not limited to personnel, contract and temporary workers

and any other person on Sweet Spirits property. Violations of this policy by any individual will
lead to disciplinary action, up to and including termination and/or legal action as appropriate.
Every employee should report incidents of threats or acts of physical violence of which he/she is
aware. The report should be made to your supervisor; however, if there is an immediate risk of
bodily harm to others, the employee should immediately call 911.
When the threat of violence involves domestic violence and there is risk to the children or
employees at the school, the manager should contact the Director.

Bulletin Boards
Sweet Spirits maintains bulletin boards in places frequented by employees in order to furnish
employees with up-to-date information on events and matters that may affect employees.
Postings required by the federal and/or state government will also be placed on these boards.
Please check notices regularly.
Because of the nature of Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC 's services, and the fact that
parents and other visitors are on our premises constantly, it is important that bulletin boards be
limited to official Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC postings. Employees may not make
a posting on a bulletin board without supervisory approval.

First Aid
First aid supplies are maintained in each classroom, all school vehicles, as well as in the school
office or other readily accessible place. First aid supplies should be properly maintained at all
times for use in the event of minor injuries. Ask the Director for the location, and refer to the
Policies and Procedures Manual for further information regarding first aid procedures. Do not
hesitate to call 911 if an appropriate incident occurs.

Personal Injury While Working
If an employee receives any injury while on the job or in the course of employment, the
employee should immediately report it to his/her supervisor and complete the appropriate forms
referenced in the Policies and Procedures Manual.
Injuries that the employee may feel are minor at the time of the accident may have future
complications, so all injuries must be reported immediately.

Parking
The parking spaces nearest the school entrance are designated for parent use for the convenience
of the parents and the safety of the children. Ask the Director which area of the parking lot has

been designated for staff parking or find room in the parking garage or on the street.

Employee Conduct and Work Rules
We expect you to follow certain work rules and conduct yourself in ways that protect the
interests and safety of all employees and Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC .
Certain types of behavior are unreasonable and unacceptable to Sweet Spirits and to an
employee's coworkers. Unacceptable behavior includes, but is not limited to, the following types
of conduct:
● Violation of child, parent, employee or company confidentiality, except where disclosure
is allowed by law
● Failure to provide honest and accurate information to a supervisor or responsible agent of
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC
● Attempts to disrupt or undermine the business interests of Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC or to encourage others to do so
● Altercations with other employees
● Leaving a child unattended
● Traffic violations while transporting children or operating a Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC provided vehicle
● Failure to comply with licensing requirements
● Sleeping on the job
● Abusive or vulgar language
● Endangering the safety or well-being of children
● Verbal, emotional, sexual, or physical abuse of children
● Theft or inappropriate removal or possession of property including unauthorized
Purchasing Card use
● Falsification of timekeeping or other Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC records
● Working under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs or refusing to submit to
alcohol/drug testing upon request
● Possession, distribution, sale, transfer, or use of alcohol or illegal drugs in the workplace,
while on duty, or while operating employer-owned vehicles or equipment
● Fighting or threatening violence in the workplace
● Boisterous or disruptive activity in the workplace
● Negligence or improper conduct leading to damage of employer-owned or
customer-owned property
● Insubordination or other disrespectful conduct
● Violation of safety or health rules
● Smoking in prohibited areas
● Sexual or other unlawful or unwelcome harassment
● Possession of dangerous or unauthorized materials, such as explosives or firearms, in the
workplace
● Excessive absenteeism or tardiness, or any absence without notice

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unauthorized absence from work station during the workday
Unauthorized use of telephones, mail system, or other employer-owned equipment
Unauthorized disclosure of business "secrets" or confidential information
Violation of personnel policies
Unsatisfactory performance or conduct
Violation of driver requirements
Employment with a competing site or soliciting parents to enroll children elsewhere
Arrest and/or conviction of a crime, on or off the job, that would be harmful to Sweet
Spirits reputation.
Failure to report to work without notice or satisfactory explanation for three consecutive
days
Failure to notify your supervisor of potential child abuse
Failure to comply with mandatory reporter laws
Failure to cooperate in an investigation

The list above is intended to be representative of the types of activities which may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including immediate discharge. Please note that the list is not
intended to be comprehensive and does not alter the employment-at-will relationship
between employers and Sweet Spirits. Either Sweet Spirits or an employee may end the
employment relationship at any time with or without cause or notice.

Drug and Alcohol Use
A drug-free workplace is important to Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC in order to
maintain the safety of the children, parents and staff. In addition, we need to maintain public
trust and confidence, hire and retain the best possible workforce, and minimize lost productivity
and related costs associated with substance abuse.
The sale, distribution, possession or use of controlled substances on company premises is illegal
and cause for immediate termination. Consistent with Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC
’s legal obligations, illegal substances found on our property may be turned over to outside legal
authorities for further investigation. Employees and their possessions are subject to search and
surveillance while on Sweet Spirits premises or while conducting company business.
Serving or consuming alcohol when directly supervising or when responsible for the supervision
of children or on school premises is not permitted. Being under the influence of alcohol or a
controlled substance by any individual involved in the care, supervision, or transportation of
children is not permitted and may result in immediate termination.
Employees taking medication that may affect their ability to work safely should notify their
director. The director will treat such information confidentially and take appropriate steps to
ensure the safety of the employee, staff, and students.
Some positions at Sweet Spirits may require pre-employment and random drug and/or alcohol

testing. In addition, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC may require drug testing when
reasonable suspicion or impaired behavior occurs. Failure to participate in and pass such tests
will result in immediate termination or disqualification from employment at Sweet Spirits
Preschool & Childcare LLC . Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC reserves the right to
require drug and/or alcohol testing at its own discretion at any time it deems appropriate, acting
in accordance with state and federal laws.
Employees subject to the Drug-Free Workplace Act (schools that are grant recipients or those
with federal contracts of $25,000 or more) who are convicted of any criminal drug violation
occurring in the workplace must report the conviction within five days to the director of Sweet
Spirits who will take appropriate action as required by law.

Harassment Policy
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC is committed to providing a work environment that is
free of harassment based on sex, race, religion, color, national origin, disability, citizenship
status, age, Vietnam Era veteran status, or any other factor protected by law. Harassment is
against the law, contrary to our philosophy and a violation of Sweet Spirits policy. Such
misconduct will subject an employee to disciplinary action up to and including immediate
discharge.
Acts that constitute unlawful harassment include, but are not limited to, advances and
suggestions where:
● Submission to such conduct is either an expressed or implied term or condition of
employment
● Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as a basis for an employment decision
affecting the harassed person
● The conduct has the purpose or effect of interfering with the person’s work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.
This policy prohibits behavior that is not welcomed by the employee and is personally offensive
such as: repeated sexual flirtation, advances, or propositions; continued or repeated verbal abuse
of a sexual nature, sexually related comments and joking, graphic or degrading comments about
an employee’s appearance and/or body or the display of sexually suggestive objects or pictures.
Activities of this nature will not be tolerated.
Sweet Spirits prohibition on harassing conduct extends not only to that by employees but also by
non-employees such as vendors, suppliers, parents, volunteers, and visitors to Sweet Spirits
premises. Sweet Spirits employees will be provided a work atmosphere free of unlawful
harassment from any source. Conduct prohibited by this policy is unacceptable in the workplace
and in any work-related setting outside the workplace, such as during business trips, business
meetings, and company-sponsored social events.

All management, as part of their job duties, will be responsible for preventing and eliminating
unlawful harassment in their work areas. Maintaining a work environment free of unlawful
harassment is an affirmative obligation of all Sweet Spiritsemployees. Employees are
encouraged to report any harassing conduct.
Employees who observe unlawful harassment or believe they have been sexually harassed are
encouraged to tell the individual engaging in the improper conduct that his/her actions and/or
words are not welcomed and should stop. If the employee chooses not to discuss the matter
directly with that individual, the employee should report the incident directly to their supervisor.
In addition to the option of discussing the matter with the individual engaging in the improper
conduct, any employee who observes unlawful harassment or believes that they have been
harassed should immediately report the matter to the director. If an employee feels more
comfortable reporting incidents on a strictly anonymous basis, he/she may also report such
conduct to the Sweet Spirits at 302.562.5762. Employees will not be retaliated against in any
way because they have complained about unlawful harassment.
All complaints of unlawful harassment will be carefully and thoroughly investigated. The
cooperation of all employees in such an investigation is expected. All steps will be taken to
assure the complaint is handled in as confidential a manner as possible.
Confirmed reports of unlawful harassment will be promptly resolved. This may include offering
the harassed employee the opportunity for reassignment, retraining employees concerning
inappropriate sexual conduct, disciplinary action up to and including discharge of employees
engaged in misconduct, or barring of visitors, vendors or other non-employees from Sweet
Spirits premises.
Retaliation – Intimidation, coercion, threats, retaliation or discrimination against any employee
(or other person) for making a complaint under this policy, assisting in an investigation, or
reporting an incident of harassment, is prohibited. Anyone engaging in retaliation, like
harassment itself, will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

Attendance and Punctuality
We expect Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC employees to be reliable and punctual. You
should report for work on time and as scheduled. If you cannot come to work or you will be late
for any reason, you must notify your supervisor as soon as possible.
Unplanned absences can disrupt workflow, inconvenience other employees, and affect
productivity not to mention ratios resulting in families needing to pick up their children. If you
have a poor attendance record or excessive tardiness, you may be subject to disciplinary action,

up to and including termination of employment.
During the first 90 days of employment:
●
●
●
●

First absence or tardy is acceptable
Second absence or tardy is written warning
Third absence or tardy is final written warning
Fourth absence or tardy is termination

An absence of two or more days, accompanied by a doctor's note may count as one absence.
After 90 days of employment:
● Six absences or tardies are considered acceptable
● Seventh absence or tardy is a verbal warning
● Ninth absence or tardy is a written warning
● Eleventh absence or tardy is a final written warning
● Thirteenth absence or tardy is termination
Absences do not include FMLA leave or other scheduled, approved absences such as vacation
days, jury duty, bereavement leave, etc.
An absence of two to four days, accompanied by a doctor's note, may count as one absence. This
includes absences necessitated by illness of a family member.
Absences of five or more days require the employee to be on an approved LOA
Absences will be counted on a calendar year basis. Each supervisor will maintain a calendar for
each employee in order to track absences.
Notwithstanding the above guidelines, Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC reserves the
right to terminate any employee at any time for attendance or punctuality problems which are
disruptive to the care of children or to the operation of the business.
Employees who are absent from work for three consecutive days without being excused or
giving daily, proper notice to the Supervisor will be considered as having voluntarily resigned.

Personal Appearance
Dress code, grooming, and personal cleanliness standards like smelling good contribute to the
impression we make on our customers and the general public. Sweet Spirits Preschool &
Childcare LLC recognizes the need for comfortable clothing and has adopted a standard dress
policy for school staff in the form of nurse scrubs. Sweet Spirits wants to maintain a friendly,
team environment and we believe this policy is an important step in creating a positive and
healthy environment as well as improved morale, professionalism and security for all Sweet

Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC employees. Any exercise prior to work must result in
showing before attendance and fresh clothing. If for whatever reason and complications arise
around body odor your supervisor will inform each employee independently.
Guidelines for Hourly Employees:
● Shirts: Solid color polo shirts or any Sweet Spirits logo shirt or scrubs.
● Bottoms: Khaki, black or navy blue slacks, Capri pants, below the knee skirt, jumper or
long shorts (no more than 4” above the knee).
● Sweet Spirits name badge applies daily
The only acceptable times to deviate from the above dress code are when you are attending an
early childhood conference, parent events in or away from the center, or meetings with
community representatives. Those functions may require you to wear a dress, skirt,
blouse/sweater, slack suit, or shirt and tie (for men). Conference attire is business professional.
Our managers have direct and daily interaction with our families and their appearance must
always reflect an appropriate level of professionalism. Business professional.
Guidelines for Salaried Employees:
Women

∙
∙
∙
∙

Dress
Skirt, slacks, Capri pants and a blouse/sweater
Skirt suit or pant suit
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC name badge

Men

∙
∙
∙

Pants/slacks with a collared shirt
Jacket and tie are optional
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC name badge

Managers who are not directly supervising children (counted in ratio/enhanced ratio), may wear
sandals, mules, or open-toed shoes. Managers are not allowed to wear any kind of denim (vest,
shirt, skirt, dress, pants).
Management level staff may wear shorts on field trips but must change immediately upon their
return to the building.
All clothing should be in good repair, wrinkle free, and clean. Appropriate undergarments must
always be worn.
Unacceptable Attire/Appearance for All Employees
● Any type of jeans/jean material, denim or sweat pants
● Pants that are low cut or worn low that do not cover all skin when you are bending,
squatting or kneeling

●
●
●
●
●
●

Tube-tops, tank/halter tops, crop-tops, low-cut or cut-out tops
Cut-off shorts or shirts, short-shorts
Screen printed slogan t-shirts
Torn or frayed clothing
Revealing or suggestive clothing
Flip-flops, mules, sandals or any type of open toed shoes (with exception of managers;
see explanation above)

In addition, nails must be kept short and clean for the safe care of children, and dangling jewelry
should not be worn. Extreme hair color is not acceptable. Facial jewelry such as eyebrow rings,
nose rings, lip rings and tongue studs must not be worn during business hours. Any piercing
other than ears must be removed prior to clocking in; torso body piercing with visible jewelry or
jewelry that can be seen through or under clothing must not be worn during business hours.
Visible tattoos and similar body art must be covered during business hours.
If a supervisor sends an employee home to change because of inappropriate attire for the
workplace, that time will be unpaid while the employee is gone from the premises to change
clothing. Violations of the dress code will result in disciplinary action being taken, up to and
including termination.

Return of Property
Sweet Spirits may loan you property, materials or written information to help you do your job.
You are responsible for protecting and controlling any property we loan you.
If you stop working at Sweet Spirits, you must return all Sweet Spirits property immediately. If
you do not return our property, Sweet Spirits may, as legally permitted, deduct funds from your
regular or final paycheck to cover the cost. We may also take legal action for the return of Sweet
Spirits property.

Resignation
If employees find it necessary to resign, Sweet Spirits requests employees give advance notice in
writing to their supervisor indicating their last day of work. All employees are asked to give at
least two weeks notice. Sweet Spirits reserves the right to accelerate an employee’s resignation
date and pay only through the last day worked. Once an employee provides notification of
resignation, whether verbally or in writing, any request for withdrawal of the resignation or for
rehire must be approved by the director and related supervisor, regardless of whether such
request occurs before or after the last day of work.
Employees who have notified Sweet Spirits of resignation must continue to follow all Sweet
Spirits policies, procedures, and standards of work, or are subject to dismissal prior to the
effective date of resignation.

Sweet Spirits property such as keys, credit cards, forms, money, etc., must be returned by each
employee on the last day worked.
Except as otherwise required by law, if an employee is not able to pick up the final paycheck in
person on the scheduled pay date, then the check will be mailed to the employee’s last known
address.

Solicitation
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC prohibits people who are not employees to solicit or
distribute literature in the workplace at any time for any reason. Non-employees soliciting or
distributing materials on Sweet Spiritsproperty will be asked to leave.
We realize that many employees participate in events and organizations outside work. However,
during working time, employees may not solicit for these activities or distribute information
about them. Working time includes lunch periods, work breaks, or any time when you are
scheduled to be working.
We also limit what types of information are posted on our bulletin boards. We display
information on Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC bulletin boards that we think is
important to employees including, but not limited to:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Safe Work Statement
Employee announcements
Internal memoranda needing signature
Job openings within
Organization announcements
Payday notice
Workers' compensation insurance information
State disability insurance/unemployment insurance information

If you want to post something on a bulletin board, you must first give it to your supervisor for
approval. If it is approved, the supervisor will then post your message.

Problem Resolution
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC is committed to maintaining a positive and pleasant
environment in which to work. The best and most rewarding employee-management system
comes from a direct relationship between management and employees.
Please make an effort to resolve a problem, conflict or complaint in an informal, verbal
discussion between you and your Supervisor. If normal channels of communication do not
resolve your situation, the following procedure should be followed:

1. Submit to your Supervisor a written statement (titled “Official Grievance”) of the
problem/situation. The statement should be limited to one page and be submitted within
seven working days from the date the incident surfaced. The Supervisor will typically
respond, in writing, within ten working days.
2. If you still do not agree with your Supervisor’s decision, you have five working days to
submit a written appeal regarding that decision to the Human Resources department. Please
attach a copy of your original “Official Grievance” along with your Supervisor’s written
response to your HR department. The Human Resources department, working in conjunction
with the Area Manager, will complete a review of the situation and notify you in writing of
the outcome. This review may take up to fifteen days. This decision will be final .
If a grievance involves any form of discrimination, employees may dispense with the normal
grievance procedures and request a meeting with their Supervisor's boss or with the Human
Resources department. Due to travel schedules, the meeting may take place via telephone rather
than in person.
The grievance procedure is intended for active employees of Sweet Spirits and does not apply to
employees who have terminated their employment with Sweet Spirits, whether voluntarily or
involuntarily.
Sweet Spirits problem solving process in no way alters your at-will employment status and is not
a progressive discipline policy. Due to timing, early arrival may be required to resolve a conflict.

Confidentiality
Sweet Spirits recognizes that communication with parents regarding their child’s education and
care is essential. However, discussions with parents must be limited to issues directly related to
their child’s continued success at the school and in accordance with Sweet Spirits policies and
procedures. It is essential that conversations with parents regarding their child be conducted in a
confidential manner so that other parents or staff members who are not involved with the child’s
care do not overhear comments regarding the child in question. Under no circumstances may
staff discuss specific issues related to a child’s behavior at the school with anyone other than the
child’s parents or otherwise authorized individual. Some examples of confidential information
may include health, behavioral or financial information, as well as personal data relating to
customers and co-workers. Included in this is use of parents' telephone numbers and addresses,
as this is privileged information, to be used only for Sweet Spirits business and only with the
supervisor's knowledge and consent.
Employees may not voluntarily involve themselves in child custody cases. If an employee
receives a request to make any declaration regarding child custody or a child’s behavior, or sign
anything that identifies them as a Sweet Spirits employee, they must forward any such request to
the Human Resources department. Likewise, any employee who receives a subpoena to testify or
produce records should immediately contact his/her supervisor for guidance.

Falsification and Manipulation of Records
Sweet Spirits records, policies, files, and business/financial information are an integral part of the
ongoing management of our business operations. It is crucial that these records are as accurate
as possible. Falsification or manipulation of these records or non-compliance of Sweet Spirits
policies in any way will result in disciplinary action, up to and including immediate termination
of the employee, regardless of position.

Abuse/Endangerment of Children
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC policy absolutely forbids any form of verbal,
emotional, sexual, or physical abuse of children. This type of conduct will result in immediate
termination of the employee, regardless of position.
Endangering the well-being or safety of children, including but not limited to leaving a
classroom or van unattended, or allowing children to enter unsupervised situations, or use of a
vehicle for anything other than the pickup or delivery of children when they are in the vehicle,
will result in termination.
Staff members must immediately notify the school or site director if child abuse is suspected.
All employees must sign a mandated reporter statement that informs them of the legal
requirements to report any suspected child abuse.
As mandated reporters, it is our duty and responsibility to report suspected child abuse. If you
have reason to suspect that a child is being abused, emotionally, physically or sexually within
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC , in the home or by a third party, contact your
supervisor immediately. He/She will then conduct an investigation and report the abuse to the
mandated agency in your state. In some states such as Minnesota, the employee is required to
report the suspected abuse directly to the mandated agency.
All states provide immunity from liability to reporters of suspected child abuse when the report
is made in “good faith” even when the report of abuse is subsequently found to be
unsubstantiated.
No state requires that the person reporting have proof that abuse has occurred prior to making the
report, only that it is suspected. Failure to report as soon as abuse is suspected may result in civil
or criminal penalties.

Discipline of Children
Preventive discipline improves children’s self-esteem and problem solving skills, and encourages
pro-social behavior. This helps the school maintain an atmosphere of warmth and understanding
and helps children develop as individuals and as part of a group.

Preventive discipline involves:
● Providing interesting choices of activities.
● Redirecting children away from problems and into positive interactions.
● Providing consistent positive communication of positive behavior with minimal attention
given to misbehavior.
● Simple rules that are consistent, enforced, and clearly communicated to children.
● Allowing children to problem solve among themselves without teacher interference.
● Arranging the environment to promote positive behavior and self-control.
Providing children with the opportunity and motivation to make choices helps them to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Function independently.
Develop social skills through gentle guidance.
Respect the needs and rights of others.
Adapt to routines and simple rules.
Become a responsible group member.
Build positive self-esteem.

In extreme situations, separation from the group may be required for the benefit of the child or
the remainder of the group. If separation is necessary:
●
●
●
●

Remove the child from the group calmly, with as little disruption as possible.
State the violated rule.
Place the child where visual supervision by staff can be maintained at all times.
Children may not be placed or set in “corners” or “hallways” or other humiliating situations.

General guidelines for “take a break” are:
● “Take a break” should only be used in extreme situations and as a last resort.
● “Take a break” is inappropriate for infants and toddlers.
● “Take a break” for preschoolers should never exceed a maximum of one minute per year of
child’s age. Children should be allowed to return to the group when the child feels ready, not
only when the teacher feels it is time.
● Immediately engage the child in a positive activity when ending “take a break.”
Consult the Campus Director for continuous behavior problems. The director may decide to
involve the parent in a conference to work together to change the undesirable behavior or
determine if the child's needs may be better met in another setting.
Corporal punishment or physical abuse is absolutely forbidden. No child may be physically
restrained in any way unless required to protect the immediate safety of the child or others.
Punishment may not be associated with toileting or food deprivation.
Failure to follow these guidelines may result in discharge. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare

LLC policy forbids the use of any form of verbal, physical, humiliating, or frightening
punishment under any circumstances.

Children's Nicknames
In order to avoid potential misunderstandings or inappropriate references to children’s
characteristics with the use of nicknames, children should only be referred to with their proper
name or nicknames that have been designated by the parent.

Loss of Employee Personal Property on Company Property
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC is not liable for loss, damage or theft of an
employee’s personal property on its premises. Employees are urged not to leave personal
property at work and not to leave personal items unattended.
If an employee wishes to bring personal items into the workplace/classroom, the items must be
clearly marked prior to entering the building. It is suggested the employee place an inventory
listing the personal items in their personnel file to be referred to when an employee's Sweet
Spirits employment ceases.
All hazardous personal belongings including weapons are prohibited from being brought into the
facility, regardless of state laws addressing concealed weapons. This includes any chemical
materials, mace, pepper gas, personal protective devices, pocket knives or other items that could
be detrimental to the safety of children. Further, staff may not bring their personal medications
(prescription or over-the-counter) into the classroom, but must leave these items in their locked
vehicle or the locked and/or secured area provided to them within the facility.

Policy Changes
It is inevitable that Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC ’s policies will be changed,
revised, or added to from time to time. Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC reserves the
right to make these changes without notice, but will make a reasonable effort to advise
employees of any changes that affect them on a timely basis.
Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC has attempted to be as comprehensive as possible in
preparing this handbook. However, this handbook is not a contract of employment and in no
way alters your at will employment status. It merely establishes guidelines for our daily
activities. For further information, or to discuss any policies in the handbook, please feel free to
speak to your supervisor, Area Manager, or Sweet Spirits Preschool & Childcare LLC ’s Human
Resources department.

